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A MESSAGE FROM

THE COMMODORE
Welcome to the 8th edition of Lion Times, and thanks again
to Jim Grant, who has again managed to encapsulate the
history and variety of sailing that this club so successfully
encompasses into the pages of this magazine. Members
report trips as diverse as the South Pacific and the Belgian
Waterways and Bruce Moss raids the Archives to describe
the trip several club members took to Kaliningrad 20 years
ago. I had the pleasure of sailing on board Steven Bell’s
schooner Deben Glen. The only time I have had a bath at
sea! There are the usual updates on Dinghy and Junior
Racing along with articles on the club training programme
all of which reflect the huge range of water-based activities
that the club embraces, a feature noted by Sir Robin Knox
Johnson when he opened the new clubhouse and remarked
that there were very few clubs across the country that
encompass such a wide range of sailing activities.
It has been both a privilege and a pleasure to work
with the Flag Officers and Committee this year to move
the club forward. Members will have noted the turn
round in the club’s finances and the increased activity
around the club. Junior week had a record attendance
and we were lucky that a number of grandparents rallied
round with dinghies to support the regatta fleet, which
allowed us to go above our previously agreed numbers.
As I write this we have just heard that the club has been
shortlisted for the RYA “Club of the Year” along with
9 other clubs from an initial entry of 50. Many thanks
to Simon Hewitt, who has led this process, and is now
landed with the much more onerous task of submitting
further data to attempt to qualify for the final 5!
Congratulations to Joe Hunt, winning crew in the
Lark Championships and 6th in the Endeavour Trophy,
James & Rory Gifford for making the East Zone Optimist
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squad, Ashley Deaton the Laser T1 training squad, his
brother James the Topper 4.2 national squad and Ollie
Dixon for making the RYA T1 29er squad. They reflect
the continuing strength of the club’s junior sailing
programme.
Members may wonder what happened to the July
edition of Lion Times. Given the delayed release date
of LT7 advertisers were reluctant to commit so soon to
another edition. We are indebted to them all for their
support, which covers all print costs, and it may be that
we run with one bumper edition to cheer up the winter
months in future, though no final decision has been
made. Jim and I hope you enjoy the magazine and wish
you a successful sailing season in 2016.
Chris Brown
Commodore, RHYC
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The Club Regatta - an active weekend for some, on and off the water
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FROM THE ARCHIVES

AN UNFORGETTABLE
RUSSIAN CRUISE
Bruce Moss
“THE BALTIC INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL OF THE FLEETS”
It all started in 1995 when, amongst a
collection of European yachtsmen attending
a conference hosted in part by the Royal
Harwich Yacht Club, were the crew of
the Russian representative yacht. Unlike
the other representatives, the Russians
were not particularly well equipped, nor
financed for such a sojourn. Thus they
showed significant gratitude towards the
RHYC who showed great hospitality,
taking them “under their wing” as it were.
Being drawn from the Russian Navy, they
presented insignia and cap badges as a
farewell gift. From these it was evident
that several of them were submariners.
But better than this, they arranged that the
RHYC be invited to attend celebrations in

the following year at Kaliningrad to mark
the 300th anniversary of the Russian Navy
as founded by Tsar Peter the Great. This
gathering of yachts and ships was grandly
titled, “The Baltic International Festival of
the Fleets”, and was scheduled to last from
26th to the 31st of July, 1996.

THE RHYC FLEET
So five Royal Harwich yachts set out
bound for Russia that summer. They were
the “Acadia of Glen” skippered by Stephen
Lennane and crewed by Susan and Simon
Lennane, the “Deben Glen” skippered by
Stephen Bell, crewed by Barbara Bell, Peter
Cockayne, Jane Graham, Chris, Jessica
and Rosemary Brown, the “Nebulus”
skippered by John Marston, crewed by
Mette and Andrew Marston, John, Jean
and Robert Lusher, the “Four Farthings”
skippered by Susan Colwell, crewed by
Chris Coffin, Bob and Ann Bartlett, and
the “Orcades” skippered by Roderick Venn
with Phillippa and Hilliary Venn. The yachts
sailed separately, choosing various routes
to complete the passage, entering Europe
at different points and using separate canal
systems to reach the Baltic via the Kiel
Canal and thence to Kaliningrad, again
varying the passage slightly from boat to
boat.

Picture 2. The RHYC Lion in Kaliningrad

and the delightfully tagged “Outdoor mass
merry-making”. Clearly a good time was to
be had by all!

KALININGRAD

Picture 1. Kaliningrad from the waterway
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Kaliningrad is set back from the Baltic
Sea up a cut from the coast so that it is
sited roughly in the middle of that part of
Russia bordered on all sides by Poland to
the South and Lithuania to the North and
East, thus separated from the mainland of
Russia itself (Picture 1). This position makes
it an ideal naval base. The customs post
at the entry to the canal is easily missed,
resulting in the experience of being chased
by a fast gunboat! Despite this, the five
RHYC yachts arrived safely in Kaliningrad
(Picture 2), the “Nebulus” being the first
into the port. The Festival programme was
a packed affair offering various exhibitions,
concerts, receptions, parades, processions,
sail-pasts, presentations, a naval review,

Picture 3. John Lusher chats with Captain Gorshkov

THE RUSSIAN NAVY
The Royal Harwich skippers and crew
were hosted by Captain Vadim Gorshkov
(Picture 3) and had their own interpreter,
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Picture 4. Bob Bartlett with Marina

Marina, (Picture 4) who happily solved
any language difficulties, although we did
have a Russian speaking crew member in
John Lusher. The highlight of the visit was
undoubtedly the Russian Naval review
which included the firing of surface to
surface missile rockets (Picture 5), water
hose displays (Picture 6) and submarine
passes (Picture 7). At a final reception
John Lusher, due to his command of the
language made a presentation to Captain

Picture 6. Water hose display

Picture 5. Missile launching

Gorshkov of a fine cut glass ship’s decanter
and, of course, a Royal Harwich Yacht Club
burgee (Picture 8). In return the RHYC
received an (Imperial) Russian Ensign
which is displayed in the stairwell of our
clubhouse (Picture 9).

FURTHER ADVENTURES
After a huge amount of “mass merry
making” the RHYC yachts finally left

Kaliningrad, some bound for home;
others venturing further into the Baltic
for further adventures, which included
further chases from fast gunboats whose
attitude to crossing international borders
was somewhat less relaxed than the land
based officials in Kaliningrad who, no
doubt, were mellowed by the mass merry
making. All skippers and crews made safe
passages home after a great, and most
unusual yachting cruise experience.

Picture 7. Russian Naval Submarine

Picture 9. The Imperial Russian Ensign

Picture 8. John Lusher makes the presentation to Captain Gorshkov
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BELGIAN WATERS
MICHAEL AND ANITA ABRAHAMS

Belgium, with 1000 km of waterways, offered an interesting alternative venue to Holland or France for
a summer cruise, in spite of concerns over red diesel checks and regulations which might deter one from
cruising.
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time with only a few wet days.
From Antwerp, we locked
back onto the Schelde for a short
up-river trip to the sea lock for
the Brussels/Schelde canal. Dues
were paid at the lock - €79.9 for 3
months. It was then on to Brussels,
stopping overnight on the way. At
Brussels, we moored for several
days at the Royal Brussels Y.C.,
which was the only city berth with
full facilities. Cost was €22/night
- the harbour master was very
friendly and the Club kitchen did
not disappoint. We explored the
city for several days, as the centre
was only 10 mins away on the No
3 tram.

Principal Canals and Rivers of Belgium

CATCHING THE PLANE
l Canals and Rivers of Belgium After Brussels, we passed from Dutch
cipa
Prin
THE CROSSING
‘Fyrklover VI’, with Paul and me as crew,
left her RHYC berth early on June 11, bound
for the Schelde estuary. The wind on the 10th
was F6 NE but forecast to decrease F5/4 the
next morning. Unfortunately, the wind did not
really drop until we were on the other side.
Not a good passage wind for an 11m motorboat crossing the Southern North Sea but the
sun shone all day. We made the 100n miles to
Breskins in 13 hours, rather than the planned
10 hours and yes, for us, the seas were rough.
The next day we carried the morning flood
tide up the 45n miles on the River Schelde
to Antwerp where we locked in with Peter
Cockayne on ‘Nomade’, his steel Dutch-based
motor cruiser. We moored up in the very
modern Willhemdok marina and returned
home the next day via Eurostar.

speaking Flanders to French speaking Wallonia,
as we continue south, climbing up the locks to
the incline plane at Ronquieres. The deepest
lock we passed through was at Lttre -14 m.
deep. Fortunately, there were floating bollards
to make crew life easy. After Lttre, we stopped
overnight at a new small mooring in the
country with full facilities for only €10 /night.
It took all morning to complete the incline
plane, as only one tank was working but we
enjoyed the experience of the first of two canal

INLAND WATERS
Returning to Antwerp with Anita at the end
of June, we planned a circular navigation as far
as possible on canals and rivers, taking in as
many historic cities as we could in a month.
We were joined by Dutch and English friends
and relatives at different stages, with Pat and
Anthea York on board for the last week, so Pat
and I could return with ‘Fyrklover’ at the end
of the cruise. The weather was a cold 13 C
in Antwerp but reached 35 C a week later in
Namur and then stayed warm for most of the
8

Citadel Namur

engineering marvels we were to encounter.
The plane lifts barges and boats up a 1.5 km
long incline in a water tank to gain an elevation
of 70 meters.
After the plane, the Brussels canal meets
the Canal du Centre at the summit in rural
countryside with lots of small boat club
activities and sailing schools. After a few
locks, the idyllic country soon disappeared
as we dropped down to a scene of industrial
dereliction, with scrap metal and glass recycling
and reprocessing, not to mention redundant
steel works all along the canal banks at
Charleroi. We then entered the river Sambre,
which is also very polluted and continue until
1900 when we found a bank-side stop in
Auvelais, a small industrial town, before the
canal closed at 19.30.
The next day, the scenery slowly improved
as we entered the Ardennes and the river
became cleaner, as the debris was held back
in the lock side wears. The Sambre runs
into the Meuse at Namur but we continued
downstream, as we wanted to take in the
magnificent river scenery of cliffs and gorges.
We continued almost to Liege, stopping
overnight at Huy, where we sampled Belgian
beers at the sunny clubhouse in a walled
harbour, well protected from barge wash.
The next day, we headed back upstream
for 30 km to Namur and moored up in the
city marina at Port du Jambres opposite the
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Mooring in Bruges

magnificent citadel. We were to spend six days
in Namur, with very pleasant moorings on the
river bank and an easy walk into the city. It
was warm with temperatures up to 35 C, but
cooler on the river. The highlights of our stay
were seeing the Tour de France climbing up the
road to the citadel and also the culinary delights
of the city, particularly the Hotel de Tanneurs,
a renovated building in the old town with an
excellent good-value restaurant, where we ate
twice during our stay.

ON THE FUNICULAR
Our passage plan and time dictated a
return up the Sambre to Charleroi, where we
stopped at the summit at the ADEPS yachting
centre in heavy rain, the first since Antwerp.
We then branched off, onto the Canal du
Centre and motored west to the second of
the engineering marvels, the Strepy-Thieu
Funicular Lift.
Built in 2002 at a cost of €120 million, it
has an elevation of 704 m. We entered the lift
behind a 90 m barge and just squeezed into the
112m long tank, tied up, engine off, and waited.
Suddenly, with noise like an aircraft taking
off, we started descending and we dropped
vertically down an escarpment and 10 or so
minutes later, we were at the bottom of the
lift. Double gates then opened and we were
on our way to Mons, the 2015 European City
of Culture.
We liked Mons, even though it was a good
30 mins walk from the marina, and explored
the many historic buildings in our days there.
We were not impressed with the visitors
section of the marina, which had dirty concrete
piers with old car tyres, fixed with steel

Ronquiers Incline Plane

River Meuse

reinforcing rods which often protruded.

GHENT
After Mons, it was a 3 day cruise to Ghent.
On the way, we stopped at Peronnes, on
the French/Belgian border, and watched the
fireworks on the 14 July. We stopped for fuel
for a very good price of €1.18 (83 p)/litre at
one of the very few fuel barges in Belgium. The
historic town of Tournai, with a one way traffic
light system, was next and then we merged
with the Upper Schelde Canal for the Ghent
ring. The scenery was pleasant with willow
banks, sweeping canal bends and plenty of bird
life. On the Ghent ring, we took the shallow
but delightful River Leie right into the heart of
Ghent.
We moored up for a night in a narrow canal
between the buildings. First we explored the
historic centre with its fantastic architecture
and stocked up on Belgian chocolates. Our
location was perfect with our restaurant,
‘Homard Rouge’ only 20 meters away, where
we enjoyed their €38 summer menu. The
city mooring cost only €11, with water and
electricity but no nearby facilities.

BRUGES
We were on the move again the next
afternoon on the Ghent - Ostend canal for
Bruges but had to wait to join a convoy
of boats to take us through the opening
bridges. Our moorings on the Coupure,
with very friendly and helpful staff, were
in the heart of the old town on pontoons
with water and electricity but no facilities.
The latter will be provided in 2016. It was
otherwise an ideal spot for a tourist visit to

the famous medieval city.
After a few days in Bruges, our trip was
coming to an end. We left in a morning
convoy but it took 5 hours to the sea lock
in Ostend, a distance of only 21 km. Only
one lock, but there is no commercial traffic
on a Sunday so we had to wait for bridges
to open. The RNS harbour was packed out
with yachts so we locked into the Mercator
basin. Anita and Anthea departed the next
day by Eurostar whilst Pat and I waited for
Seapower Marine, who came out by ferry
to repair a blown exhaust gasket. I did not
want to return across the sea with the
chance of the engine room flooded with
exhaust fumes.

THE RETURN CROSSING
We left Ostend at first light, having cleared
the lock the evening before, but had to return
briefly to shelter to enable me to switch over
‘Fyrklover’s’ cooling water valves, as the engine
was overheating on the primary system. This
action restored the water flow and we were
on the way. Initially bumpy over the banks, with
wind WSW F5, but good progress was made,
arriving at RHYC for a late lunch, 8 hours after
leaving Ostend the second time.
For the record, we covered 500 Km on
Belgian inland waters, used 47 locks and 2
boat-lifts. The latter were the highlights, not
to forget the wonderful cities, which made the
trip well worthwhile. The canals and rivers had
a lot of commercial traffic and inland we only
met 3 other British-flagged boats. The Belgians
were very friendly, particularly those from
Flanders, and we had no problems with red
diesel or regulations.

Strepy-Thieu boat lift
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North Sea Race
CLUB ARCHIVIST, BRUCE MOSS AND SOME PERSONAL MEMORIES

In the years up to the Second
World War, apart from the
regular Channel Matches,
between regatta venues and
the occasional sea race such as
the Bremerhaven to Felixstowe
event for German yachts, the
RHYC mainly confined its big
boat racing to the Annual
Regattas.
However, the Royal Ocean Racing Club had
been organising races from Harwich to the
Maas and Heligoland before the war years. In
1939 these needed some course adjustment
due to German Naval activity. The Maas race
was run from Harwich to the Solent, and
Heligoland was replaced with Weser. As soon
as World War II ended, the Royal Ocean Racing
Club met to set the courses for their next
year’s offshore races, which included a North
Sea Race from Harwich to the Hook of Holland
to replace the old Maas Race.
Although the race was organised by the
RORC, the RHYC was asked to manage the
starting procedure. This task has been carried
out by the Club ever since, the North Sea
Race proving to be one of the most popular of
RORC events.

Hidden Hazards
In the first race of 1946 there were seven
entries in the Large Class and twelve in the
Small Class. Steel hulled yachts were not
allowed to enter due to the proliferation of
magnetic mines still dotted around most North
Sea ports. This danger was again brought to
competitors’ attention in the sailing instructions
for the following year’s race

Throughout the late 1940s, ’50s and ‘60s the
RHYC continued to host the RORC Harwich/
Hook races. During this period the design of
offshore racing yachts changed from pre-war
long keels and long overhangs, to fin keels
and skeg rudders. Rigs changed radically as
well, but perhaps yacht construction was the
greatest change
over this period.
Traditional wooden
planked boats with
strakes fastened
to rib timbers
gradually gave way
to glass reinforced
plastic hulled yachts,
heralding an entirely
different type of
racing yacht.
At the end of the 1960s the ever-increasing
volume of commercial shipping, particularly
off the Hook of Holland, was a problem to
North Sea racing. This came to a head in 1971
with the loss of a Dutch yacht, sunk in collision
with a large ship. The entire crew was lost.
As a result it was decided that finishing races
off the Hook was too hazardous, and the
North Sea Race course was altered to finish off
Scheveningen.

Personal Memories
John Dickinson recalls his involvement
in the early 1960’s as “Assistant Assistant
Officer of the Day”. In those years, the race
was started from Halfpenny Pier and the start
was managed by two senior RHYC stalwarts,
Jimmy Bolton and Jackie Rowbotham. They
had turned the starting procedure into
something of a ritual. John was a new member
of the team, eager to play his part. He was
alarmed when he learned at the last moment,
that his expected dress of the day was blazer,
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flannels and tie, for which he was prepared
– but also a sailing cap, complete with white
top! Fortunately, Tony James helped out with a
spare cap and off he went.
He then discovered that the primary
function of the most junior OOD was to
carry to the top floor of the Pier Hotel a very
heavy, two feet wide orange streamer. This
was to be lowered from a top floor window,
hanging down several floors to act as a transit
mark with the pier mast to provide a very
visible start line. Several flights of stairs were
involved and it proved to be very hard work
with the awful possibility of being the junior
officer responsible for delaying the start of an
international race – this was pressure indeed.
And, of course, after the start, what had gone
up had to come down again – and quickly!
A few years later, John went on to compete
in the race in ‘Crouchy Lady’, a Rival 42
with a crew of six, which included such
club luminaries as Chris Brown and Peter
Cockayne. They enjoyed some success,
winning their class in 1973, finishing 7th overall
and in other years placing in the top three or
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The North Sea Race 2015 - yachts gathering off Harwich for the start.

four in their class.
In those years, 1976 was the worst race
with thunderstorms and 70mph winds. Injuries
were sustained in some of the crews but there
were no fatalities. However the lifeboat was
called out from Scheveningen and only fifteen
boats finished. John’s crew were unhurt but
they pulled out of the race and motored in
when their No 1 genoa blew out.
Jeremy Brown also has memories of his
time as a competitor in the 1960’s and 70’s,

mainly as a visitor in an RAF boat. He pointed
out that in those years, there was a feeder
race two weeks earlier from Southsea, which
brought a fleet of south coast boats round for
the race. As a result, there were more English
boats competing in what was a simpler race,
starting off the Pier Hotel and heading round
Smiths Knoll before crossing to The Hook.
After the finish, crews with some free time
headed up to the Royal Maas
The Yacht Club Scheveningen now runs a

week’s racing at the same time as the RORC
North Sea Race, which still starts from off
Harwich under the auspices of the RHYC. This
has resulted in a greater interest in the event
from Dutch owners, and today the North Sea
Race attracts more Dutch entrants than British.
The Dutch love the party provided by the
RHYC before the start of each race. Gifts are
exchanged, our Dutch friends generously giving
a superb print of modern racing yachts on each
occasion. In 2015, after the clubhouse party,
ninety-six boats set off next morning.
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WOOLVERSTONE PROJECT
The First 20 years
words ~ Andy Beharrell
The 150th Anniversary of the RHYC was in 1993
and while this was an important date for the club, it
was an even more important date for disabled sailors.
The then Commodore, Margaret Howard, founded the
Woolverstone Project. The club ran the project as a subcommittee of the club for a couple of years, but in 1995 the
project became a registered charity. 2015 therefore marked
the 20th anniversary of the Woolverstone Project becoming
a charity.
Over those two decades, the project has grown
constantly. Indeed between 2013 and 2015, we saw further
growth of 45%. In all this time though the project has
remained true to the original vision: to provide sailing for all
whatever their disability.

20th Anniversary
To celebrate our 20th Anniversary, we decided to put on two
major events. As part of these celebrations, we were keen to
involve as many people as possible who had been instrumental
in the work of the project over the years. We also wanted to raise
awareness of the project among the sailing community. Oh, and we
were keen to raise some money! So we came up with the idea of the
Woolverstone Challenge Cup. We invited all east coast clubs to
send two of their best sailors and a cadet to compete in a regatta held
at the RHYC. The catch was that they would have to compete in our
boats – Access 3.03s and Access 2.3s. These are specially adapted for
disabled sailors and so are sailed sitting facing forwards with joystick
steering. This levelled the playing field for all the visiting sailors.
The weather was marginal on the day of the cup and occasional
gusts of over 30 knots meant some delays. It also meant that we
were not able to run a full programme of cadet races in the Access
2.3s with many of them converting to floating bathtubs as they
made their way back to the RHYC pontoons. However, sterling
work by the RHYC race committee led by Gordon Sutton meant
that we managed a more or less complete programme for the
adults. The results are shown below and the prizes were awarded
by our Patron – Paul Heiney. The challenge cup was followed by an
excellent barbeque on the RHYC lawn for everyone involved with
the project over the years.

The success of the event was in no small part due to generosity
of sponsors. These included Kemp Sails, RS Sailing, All Clear
Insurance, Harwich Haven Authority and various local Suffolk
Rotary Clubs. Raffle prizes were provided by Fox’s Chandlery and
Adnams and the trophy was sponsored by Seamark Nunn. Thanks
to all these contributions and the generosity of the clubs entering,
the project received a welcome boost in its fund-raising.

24 Hour Challenge
The second event we ran during the year was a 24 hour challenge.
During the East Anglian Boat Show we sailed an Access 3.03 for 24
hours non-stop around the Orwell. From lunchtime on the Saturday of
the boat show, through to lunchtime on the Sunday, a team of project
sailors and volunteers sailed a 3.03 non-stop raising over £1500 for
the project. We also had a stand at the show, helping us to bring the
project to a much wider audience.
The money we have raised from these events will go towards our
Wheelyboat fund. This is a 20 foot dory-style powerboat specially
adapted for disabled sailors. Using the ramp in the bow, we can push
wheelchairs straight onto the Wheelyboat. We hope to have one in
place at Woolverstone during the 2016 season.

Adult fleet
1

Waldringfield SC

Chris Fish & Bob Whitehouse

2

Orwell YC

Adam Fuller & Cameron Harris

3

Felixstowe Ferry SC

Sam Rowell & Andy Robinson

4= Tollesbury SC

Greg Bartlett & George Rogers

4= Walton & Frinton YC

Charles Penfold & Martin Jenkins

6

David Pegg & Will Webb

Slaughden SC

Cadet Fleet
1

Slaughden SC

Finnian Anderson

2

Royal Harwich YC

Harry Wallhead

12

The Woolverstone Project fleet - ready for action
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Pratt Naval Architecture Limited
DESIGN
New Vessels Power & Sail
FRP · Metal · Timber
Ocean · Offshore · Coastal · Inland
Design of Modifications
CAD Lofting

SURVEY

CONSULTANCY

Pre-purchase Condition Surveys
GRP/FRP, Timber, Steel & Aluminium
MCA Code: all categories
Insurance Surveys
Valuation Surveys
Damage Assessments
Specifications for Repair
Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement
Laser Lines Measurement
Tonnage Measurement
Carving & Marking

Overseeing new construction,
repairs & restorations
Specifications
Sea Trials
Stability Information Books
Damage Stability
CE Marking - Technical Standards
Structural Assessments
Powering Analysis
Problem solving
Expert Witness

Telephone 01473 788077
info@prattnavalarchitecture.com
www.prattnavalarchitecture.com
The Studio, 4 Frogs Lane, Church End, Shotley, Ipswich IP9 1EP
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Woolverstone & Bradwell
The One Stop Shop for ALL Your Boating Needs
NEW & USED BOAT SALES

Main Agents for:

BROKERAGE SERVICE:
•Full international brokerage service with Client,
£-Sterling, -Euro & $ USD accounts
•Fixed price commission rates available
•Powerful web search engines
USED BOATS:
•Let us find the boat of your dreams, to your
particular requirements from UK or abroad

Built by Island Packet

Full Shipyard Service available

Specialists for New:
HANSE . LEGEND . BAVARIA . JEANNEAU . BENETEAU . MOODY .
SEALINE . FAIRLINE . PRINCESS . SUNSEEKER . AZIMUT

Woolverstone: 01473 780286

Bradwell: 01621 776050

www.preciousmarine.co.uk – sales@preciousmarine.co.uk
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LION LEGEND

CHRIS MAYHEW
Chris Mayhew’s career in boats began about
the age of 2, when he was taken aboard his
father’s 19 ft cruiser/racer at weekends out of
Shotley.
A few years later, he was crewing in his father’s Enterprise
and sailing his own Optimist. He became a junior member of the
RHYC at the age of 7 and was soon a very competitive member
of the club’s strong Opie fleet. Over the next few years, he
competed in this boat at National and International level,
including European and World Championships until he won the
National Championship in 1989, at the age of 15.
His next move was to a National 12 and he joined what was
then a strong competitive fleet of these boats at our club. At the
same time, he was crewing and helming on his father’s Sonata
in the Lion Series run by the club, which they won in one year.
They also competed in the National Sonata Championships.
Chris was very active in his teens and he crewed in a ½ Tonner
in Cowes week and took part in the East Anglia Series of offshore
races. However, Chris decided that offshore racing was not for
him. He confesses that he became bored by the long runs in
straight lines from one mark to another, 5 miles away! He decided
that he preferred the close encounters and constant action of
dinghy sailing and he remains true to that belief to this day.
14

He enjoyed sailing in a Meges, a very fast planing design, at
Cowes and later he acquired an RS 800, which he admits was a
fast and scary boat, in which he campaigned around Europe for a
year with Mark Stowe.
Chris met Nicole, his wife to be, when they were both sailing
National 12’s and they went on to sail together in this class,
including competing at the national Championship.
However, circumstances changed when their first daughter,
Emilia, arrived. Family commitments necessitated the sale of the
boat and Chris’s time for sailing was more limited. He took to
sailing solo in a Laser until his father-in-law introduced him to his
Solo and he took to this very competitive class enthusiastically.
These days, his two daughters, Emilia and her younger sister,
Elouise, both sail in their own Optimists at Royal Harwich,
following the family tradition. That has brought Chris back into
involvement with this fleet and he now helps out as an instructor
and assists others in the club with their race training. He is
pleased to be able to put something back into the club as he
remembers how Ewan Stamp, Ken Stowe and others helped him
in his time as a junior.
Chris’s father, Derek, now has a Hanse 31 cruiser at the club
and, when the racing programme allows, three generations of
Mayhews take to the water together. The family also have an old
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Gull dinghy and occasionally in summer, Chris takes his wife, two
daughters and their dog for a gentle sail on the river – down to
Pinmill for ice-cream!
Chris admits that he has acquired a reputation in the club as
a very competitive sailor. He crewed once for Gordon Sutton in
his Ajax and Gordon declares that it was the first and only time
that his boat has been skippered from the front!
One recent highlight for Chris came just after Emilia was born
– his father bought her a boat! And it was not just any old boat!
He had managed to trace the original Opie, which he had built
for Chris. That was to have significant consequences.
In his early days racing his Opie, Chris competed in national
and international events against young sailors who were to
become the biggest stars of their generation in this country,
including Ben Ainslie, Ian Percy and the late Andrew ‘Bart’
Simpson. Following Andrew Simpson’s tragic death, the club
now takes part in the annual ‘Bart’s Bash’, a national event
staged to raise funds for the Andrew Simpson Trust. As an old
friend, Chris was keen to take part and he organised his family
and friends to take part in Opies, in which they had sailed as
juniors, many years ago. Chris sailed in his original boat and
raised a significant amount for the fund, to the extent that his
name was entered in the national prize draw – and to his great
surprise, Andrew Simpson’s son, Freddie pulled out his name!
His prize was a trip to San Francisco to sail in the Artemis
America’s Cup, AC 45. We hope to hear more about this
experience in our next edition.

Chris, on the right, on board ‘Artemis’, receiving a pre-sailing briefing from the
helm, Nathan Outeridge, the Olympic 49er gold medalist.

Away from the water, Chris is a software consultant based in
Cambridge, although he spends a lot of time travelling around
the region. He and his family have settled in Little Blakenham.
He has been very pleased to see that a number of his old sailing
rivals have now moved back near the club and several of them,
like the Mayhews, have introduced their children to the Opie
fleet. The next generation is in good hands.
Chris Mayhew – A Lion Legend

A CENTRE OF LEARNING FOR 16 - 19 YEAR OLDS

“Students achieve exceptionally well in academic and vocational courses and results indicate that
students make exceptional progress.”
Ofsted 2015

suffolkone.ac.uk
Scrivener Drive, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP3 8SU
01473 556600 | admin@suffolkone.ac.uk
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LA ROUTE GAS
THE ENJOYABLE ROUTE WEST
words ~ Chris Brown

Travelling to the West Country from the East Coast is such a bore. The thought of a week of prevailing
winds from the SW as one rounds South Foreland, with such enticing stops as Dover, Eastbourne and
Brighton with a grand finale of a 60 mile beat across Lyme Bay filled me with gloom. So about 11 years ago
I tried something different. I hit on La Route Gastronomique! Cross the channel through the Dover straits
and the delights of Boulogne, Dieppe, Fecamp, and St Vaast (especially St Vaast!) await. The total extra
distance Woolverstone to Start point is about 50 miles, but as a lot of this is to windward the discrepancy
is not huge, and the Cherbourg peninsula acts as a barrier to the Atlantic rollers that pour up the channel.
The land also provides some shelter so it is often possible to sail on the French side of the channel when it
is too rough on the English. The clinching factor is that the food is so much better!
Getting to France

the same time as the 1st lock opening!)

How you want to divide up the legs is going to depend on weather,
strength of crew, etc. If I have plenty of time or the weather is a bit
lively I make my 1st stop Ramsgate. The important thing about crossing
the shipping lanes at Dover is to have the tide right. Thus if you leave
Ramsgate just before the tide starts to run South (HWD+ 5) it will
be running SW at its maximum as you enter the straights. Continuing
South from S Foreland will take you towards the Varne light. As you
enter the shipping lane you alter course to approx. 135T. This course is
shown below as A to AB and crosses the shipping lane at Right angles.
The tidal effect is shown by the line AB to B and takes you well clear of
Cap Griz Nez. In a SW breeze you are effectively reaching across the
shipping lanes at maximum speed to reach point B.

Personally, I try to avoid stopping at Dover. The funnelling effect of
the land shape results in both an increase of the tide of at least 1 knot
and the wind by at least 1 force. When the 2 are in opposition (as they
normally are when you are heading west) the resulting seas, coupled by
the rattle of all those halyards in the marina is enough to put anyone off
putting to sea. Yet 5 miles either side, conditions are relatively benign!!

Should you be making Boulogne or Dieppe in 1 hit try to be at N
Foreland as or before the South going tide starts (HWD-5). If you do
not use the tidal push you may end up unable to lay Cap Griz Nez
before the tide turns east. Bucking the tide round the cape is a very
slow place to be. (It is also the inevitable result of putting in to Calais
Marina before heading west. A foul tide is running from HW Calais -2,

Ramsgate does not appeal to all tastes. You need to call up (Ch. 14)
to enter, and the outer harbour often suffers from swell and silting,
which may catch you out at low tide. However, a beer or 2 in the Royal
Temple and fish and chips on the front puts most matters right. There
is also an interesting chapel built into the harbour wall and a small
museum.

Down the French Coast
Approach Boulogne between the 2 pier heads. If LW then proceed
parallel to the S pier head until you come to a white mark on the wall
(easily confused with seagull s***). A course of 123T then takes you to
the entrance for the marina for visiting yachts. Ignore the P & S buoys
(leave both to starboard) as they mark the entrance to the commercial
harbour. You don’t want to lock in to the yacht harbour either; visitor’s
berths are past the now defunct ferry terminal on the S side opposite
the fishing boats. Excellent food at Le Doyen (11 Rue de Doyen, 03
21 30 13 08) but popular with the locals so it may pay to book. Many
other cheap eateries in the old town, up by the cathedral.

Entry to Dieppe
From Boulogne, Dieppe is 53nm, Fecamp 76nm. The coast is
largely clean, so the navigation is straightforward. There is plenty of
good eating in Dieppe, though I have been disappointed in a couple of
the cheaper restaurants by the quay. We had a reasonable meal in La
Marmite Dieppoise close to the harbour quite recently and Dieppe
itself has a lot of local interest, including an informative museum
commemorating the Dieppe raid of 1942.
The entrance to Fecamp is much less daunting than it appears.
Although charted depth is 1.5m even a spring LW is often 1m above
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TRONOMIQUE:

Approaching Dieppe

M Gosselin’s cellar

that and neaps considerably more. I have only waited outside once
when a big swell was running. Ashore, La Marine (on the front 02 35
28 15 94) offers excellent value meals and the Benadictine factory
museum is worth a visit.

through the Oyster beds to Ile de Taitou is an interesting diversion. As
soon as the tide comes in you need to use the amphibious craft, which
runs on wheels over the sand until the tide is too high and then extends
its outboards and travels over the water.

Fecamp to St Vaast is 65 nm, but there is the option of breaking the
journey at Ouistreham. The waiting pontoons in the outer harbour are
accessible at all states of the tide, though the lock into the Caen canal
off which is the marina functions a couple of hours either side of HW.
I have not found a reasonable restaurant in Ouistreham, but there is
an interesting 2 km walk up the canal to the historic Pegasus Bridge,
or the option of joining a daily convoy up to Caen. The passage from
Ouistreham to St Vaast allows a small detour to Arromanches, though
the approach from the East requires care due to the shallow water. I
have never dared anchor here, fearful of what might be underneath
me, and, indeed, never loitered long, as I always get a sensation of
foreboding!

Enough. The skipper is getting itchy feet, and the weather is
improving. Your next potential hazard is Pt du Barfleur. If wind and
tide are wrong here it is an unpleasant piece of water. The secret is to
hit it at slack water. Luckily, if you leave St Vaast when the lock opens
you have a N-going eddy current with you for 2 hrs to get you to the
point at slack water, and then you pick up the 1st of the W-going ebb
which will catapault you down the coast and beyond. It is possible to
make Alderney before the East going flood. From here it is 72nm to
Dartmouth (74 to Salcombe) with a much better angle to the prevailing
wind than approaching these ports from Portland Bill! Should you wish
to continue to Brittany, it may be easier to stop over in Cherbourg, in
order to maximise your tides through the Alderney race.

St Vaast is the jewel in the crown of this trip. The approach dries,
but the lock gate is on free flow from HW -2 ¼ to + 3 ½

I hope I have convinced you of the advantages of a different route
west than that many of us follow. In my experience winds are less,
temperatures higher and sea states lower than the UK side. That is
before you consider the food!! Give it a go!!

It is only a few years since the front seemed largely to consist of bars
specialising in seafood. Many have now closed, feeling the chill winds of
recession, but the same seafood can be bought cheaply at the fish shop
at the top of the quay and enjoyed on board with one or more of M
Gosselin’s E5 bargains.
The picture shows the upmarket end of M Gosselin’s cellar. Through
the back are stacks of six bottle cases selling at E5 or less! I have not
had a bad one yet, and they are delivered with you back to the boat.
Personally I am a confirmed shopaphobic, but I am as happy as a pig
in a puddle when I enter this epicurie. Hams and cheeses have their
separate counter, freshly ground coffee its own room! Many other
delicacies abound. The only issue is how much can you stow on board!
I defy anyone to introduce me to a similar institution on the English
side. If all this joy has left you in an expansive mood, and still some
money in the bank account a meal at Les Fuchsias du France (closed
Tues) will provide the icing on the cake of contentment!
If you are lucky enough to be stormbound, a walk at low tide

The amphibious transport from L’Ile de Taitou
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19,000 MILES IN
words ~ martin & elizabeth bevan

RHYC members Martin and Elizabeth Bevan with their Amel 54, ‘Caduceus’ continue their
circumnavigation, sailing across the Pacific to New Zealand in 2014 then back to Vanuatu in 2015 to
provide medical and aid assistance before continuing on to Indonesia and Singapore.
We last appeared in Lion Times in summer
2013 in Nova Scotia. This article is a summary
of our travels since then. If you are interested
in greater detail and a chart showing our
progress, our detailed web diary with
photographs may be found at http://blog.
mailasail.com/caduceus.

Burns Night in the Panama
Canal
Starting from Norfolk, Virginia, USA on
1 December 2013 we had a benign trip
around Cape Hatteras and south to Fort
Lauderdale were we collected our son and
spent Christmas and New Year in the Bahamas
before leaving him in Georgetown to return
to Austin, Texas whilst we sailed, Cuba to
starboard and Haiti to port, to join the World
ARC 2014 fleet in the San Blas Islands. We
started our Panama transit on Burns Night and
amused the fleet and the passenger ship in the
next lock by playing the bagpipes in the bottom
of the Gatun Locks; amazing acoustics.
We had an issue with our generator, which
delayed our start from Panama and we played
catch up with the fleet to San Christabel, our
entry port for the Galapagos. The Galapagos
experience was unique and wonderful even
if we felt generally abused and ripped off
by the bureaucracy and our agent who was
summarised as the best of a bad job. Moving
on, the next passage was the longest rhumb

line to date, 3,000nm in 17½ days to Hiva Oa
in the Marquesas at the eastern extremity of
French Polynesia.

Polynesia
Two weeks were spent cruising through the
Marquesas before setting off for the Tuamotus
Atolls and then on to Tahiti where we were
able to get some urgent boat jobs done,
including replacing the lower shrouds on the
main mast. Cruising up through the Society
Islands, we arrived at our departure point
from French Polynesia, Bora Bora, with its
spectacular scenery and vast number of hotels
and honeymooning couples; the other Society
Islands were better for cruisers.
The next stop was Niue, 1,200nm to the
east, an independent country under the
protection of New Zealand. From Niue
it was a relatively short hop of 250nm to
the Vava’u Islands of Tonga, where in the
company of a couple of other boats, we
parted company with the World ARC. This
allowed us to spend five weeks in Tonga
and, at a more relaxed rate, meet some of
the local people in more remote islands. We
followed this with ten weeks in Fiji, where
we had two, two-week long visits from our
offspring and we sailed with them some
800nm around the islands.
Next off was five weeks in Vanuatu, which
included watching the sunset whilst sitting

on the rim of a live volcano on the island
of Tanna and time spent in the Maskelyne
Islands of Malakula. There, on Uliveo, we met
the Headmaster and the Island Nurse who,
unknown to us at the time, were to feature
very prominently in our plans for 2015.
Proceeding on, our next country was the
French overseas territory of New Caledonia,
where, during our month there, we were
able to cruise the south east islands and reefs,
including the spectacular tropical island and
former penal settlement of Iles des Pins.

Onwards to New Zealand
Eight World ARC dropouts gathered in
Noumea, New Caledonia at the end of
October, from where, on 5 November,
we left for what proved to be our most
challenging sail yet, the 1,200nm south, against
the wind to New Zealand. Seven and a half
days later we arrived in Opua, Bay of Islands,
shaken and stirred but happy to have got a
notoriously difficult sail behind us. We cruised
the Bay of Islands with old Kiwi friends who
hosted us during our stay in New Zealand
before getting the boat to Whangarei, a major
boating centre, two hours north of Auckland
by road. Six weeks were spent in the UK for
Christmas and then back in New Zealand and
using a converted people carrier acquired
on a purchase and sell back deal, we toured
South and North Islands for 12 weeks, taking
in many of the iconic destinations and a
number of long distance cycle trails.
The boat re-commissioning took up all
of April. Originally, we were planning to
go to Australia and then slowly on through
Indonesia to Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand.
We abandoned this plan when we heard
about Cyclone Pam devastating parts of
Vanuatu and decided to spend some of the
season returning to Vanuatu and helping with
medical and other support in one of the areas
that we had visited in 2014. Thus, in May
2015 and with a boat heavily loaded with
second-hand clothes, household equipment,
cast-off sails for canoes and roofs, and rope,
much of it donated by the local community in
Whangarei and other yachties, we returned.

One of sailing’s great experiences. Under the Bridge of the Americas and into the Pacific Ocean
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TWO YEARS
Medical Services in Vanuata
After a somewhat Kafkaesque
entanglement with Vanuatuan bureaucracy,
Elizabeth, a retired GP, was accredited
by the Vanuatu Ministry of Health to
provide medical services. We worked in
conjunction with the Butterfly Trust (www.
butterflytrust.org ), a small NGOs working
with the government of Vanuatu, in the
process of recovery and rehabilitation,
primarily in the areas of the Maskelyne
Islands of South Malakula. The Maskelynes
are about 150nm from the capital and might
as well be on a different planet with little
support and a very Polynesian life style.
We carried out two rotations through the
Maskelyne Islands. On the second trip, we
were able to purchase and take supplies
that we had found wanting on the first. This
included half a ton of rice, milk powder
and two 500litre water tanks and guttering
lashed to the deck. We were supported
in this work by generous donations from
family, friends and the World Cruising Club.
Four months took their toll on various
boat systems and after three weeks using
the very limited facilities in Port Vila, we
gave in and motor sailed 330 miles to
windward to Noumea in New Caledonia,
in search of specialist engineers and riggers.
With our genoa furler at last sorted, the
water maker producing the correct product
and various other things fixed, we had now
lost a further six weeks from our schedule.
Armed with our Indonesian Visas, obtained
in Noumea, we departed on 1 October
heading directly for Kupang, on West Timor

Surgery on the ground. Treatment of a badly
infected stingray wound involving debridement
under local anaesthetic, injections and advanced
dressings. There was always an audience

The approach to Hiva Oa after 3000 miles; a stunning sight

in Indonesia; 2,800nm leaving Australia to
port and Papua New Guinea to starboard.
We arrived 18 days later after probably the
best passage sail to date.

Indonesia and Orangutans
There followed a rapid five-week trip
through Indonesia as we had to be out
of the country before the cyclone season
opening at the end of November. We
were however able to take in some of the
principal sights; the dragons of Komodo,

A feeding station allowed us to view
the Orangutans at close quarters

the temples of Bali and a fabulous two
day excursion in a river boat to see the
Orangutans of Kalimantan, Borneo.
We arrived in Singapore on 26
November and will leave in early
December to pass up the Malacca Straits
to Langkawi before re-joining our sailing
companions in Thailand for Christmas. We
last sailed there on a charter in December
2004 and during the tsunami of that year.
We sincerely hope that tsunamis do not
strike in the same place twice.

Vanuatu outline map
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MEET THE FLAG OFFICERS

BRAM VAN DER HAVE
CLUB PRESIDENT

Bram attended the local school in
Goes, which was about 300 yards from
the yacht harbour and he began sailing
dinghies.
He started in a 16sq metre keel
dinghy, like a Dutch version of a
Wayfarer, at a sailing school operated
by the students at Technical University
at Delft. He then moved on to a 16’
fibre glass dinghy like an Enterprise.
This was at Wolphaartsdijk near the big
Zandkreek lock. Bram went on to do a
lot of dinghy sailing after the damming
of various sea arms, which created deep
sheltered non-tidal water and ideal
sailing conditions.

To England
Early Days
Bram began his sailing life with his
father and uncle in The Netherlands in
an East Coast built half-decker with a
centre-board, called ‘Christabel’. The
boat had been purchased at a customs
sale in 1949, following its seizure by
Dutch coastguards, whilst being used
to smuggle car tyres from England to
Holland and bulbs on the return trip.
He still remembers are the green engine
bits on the cabin floor as the engine was
unreliable and his father often had to
take it apart. Even today, his mother,
now in her nineties, advises him “do
not buy a Morris marine with a cooled
head”!
He has clear memories of the terrible
floods in 1953, when his father and uncle
launched their boat in early February
and hoisted the sails to get about in
the flooded villages, their centreboard making this possible. Bram then
remembers being shocked by the sight
of lorries on the roads on a Sunday - in a
protestant area!
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He came to England to attend Wye
College in Kent, like his father before
him, to study for an agricultural degree.
Through a college friend he was
introduced to Peter Cockayne and Peter
Milligan and this is how he got to know
both the RHYC One–Design and the
Club. His sailing continued in Fireflies
and Finns. After he started work near
Great Dunmow in Essex he took to
sailing on the Blackwater, out of West
Mersea, with his father-in-law in an
Invicta followed by a Hustler 25.6 and
later an Etap 28i.

RHYC
His next working base was near
Swaffham in Norfolk, which brought him
further up the East coast. One evening
in early summer 1999, he picked up a
mooring by the Royal Harwich clubhouse
and wondered what all the lights and
dredging operations were all about.
Coming ashore, he met Peter Cockayne,
who introduced him to John Pyeman,
who in turn persuaded him to join the
new pontoon scheme, as the club was still
short of takers – and the rest is history.

Bram had met his wife, Penny, through
sailing and together they became
enthusiastic members of the club. An
experienced sailor herself, Penny has
served on various RHYC committees and
she also became a flag officer of the club.
With his commercial background, Bram
took an interest in the business side of
the club and when David Fleming-Brown
stood down as Treasurer, he persuaded
Bram to take over the post and. In that
position, he played a key role in the
building of the new clubhouse. And now
he has been appointed Club President.
These days, Bram and Penny are
cruisers, mainly sailing their Hallberg Rassy
34, ‘Athena of Lymington’, in local coastal
waters and across the North Sea. Bram is
now semi-retired but continues with some
consultancy work in his specialist area of
sugar beet, peas and beans.

The President in commanding form
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Bram was interviewed by Lion Times:
What is your earliest memory
from sailing?
Going on board a Dutch Hoogaars
owned by family friends. This was a
traditional Dutch flat-bottomed wooden
boat with lee-boards, which were for
mussel fishing in the 16th Century and
later in the 20th Century for freight.
What was your first boat?
A 16ft GRP centreboard main/jib
Cottontail dinghy.
What do you sail now?
A Hallberg Rassy 34
Are you a cruiser or a racer?
Cruiser
What is your favourite sailing
area?
Zeeuwse stromen – this is the
Dutch name for the Schelde delta,
in other words the area from the
Western Schelde at Flushing up “de
Grevelingen”. Despite the building of
the huge Delta dams, to protect the
south west of the Netherlands from the

North Sea surges after the 1953 floods,
there is still tidal water due to the
permeable Oosterschelde dam. These
tidal waters with many channels and
creeks coupled with the usually clear
skies and beautiful vistas have a special
attraction for me.
And your favourite port or
anchorage
Zierikzee. As a small boy, visiting my
grandmother at the beach, we used
to take the ferry from near Goes to
Zierikzee, which remains in my mind as
a safe place to land and one with happy
memories.
What do you regard as your top
sailing achievement?
Skippering a sailing yacht, crewed by
my 80 year old uncle, with years of
sailing experience in North America and
the Caribbean, on his first ever crossing
of the North Sea.
Do you have any unfulfilled
sailing ambition?

What is the most essential piece
of your sailing kit?
A Yeoman plotter
If you were allowed a fantasy
crew of four, who would they be?
My father, Laura Dekker, Connie van
Rietschoten, John Harvey-Jones
A favourite book to read on
board?
Reeds Nautical Almanac, a favourite
year in year out.
And your favourite drink when
you are securely tied up?
A pint of Adnams
At RHYC, what would you most
like to see improved?
We really cannot complain about
anything as we are very privileged indeed
with what we have got. Our facilities
are the envy of many. It would put the
icing on the cake if, at some future
date, we could improve the surface and
organisation of the car park.

Taking my own boat to the Baltic
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RHYC

The Club Season
The club’s racing season was generally well
supported throughout the year. The Ajax fleet, the
Lasers and the mixed handicap fleet all took part in
several series of events staged from early spring until
the onset of winter.

REGATTA WEEKEND
This was the main event of the club’s year. Over two days in August the
club came fully to life. Various attractions and competitions were staged
on the clubhouse lawn. There were some surprising sights to be seen
and memories were formed.
On the water, however, things were much more serious with keenly
competed racing in all classes.
The principal winners were as follows:

HANDICAP FLEET
Antony Gifford in a National 12 won from Giles Wright (Wayfarer) and
Christophe Spiers (Wayfarer)

LASER FLEET
This was won, once again, by Graham Ireland from Ashley Deaton and
Peter Richardson.

The Overall Season
HANDICAP FLEET
The SPRING SERIES was won by Giles Wright in a Wayfarer from
Ashley Deaton in an RS200 and Matt House in another Wayfarer.
The WEDNESDAY EVENING SERIES for The Ganges Trophy was
won by Bob Portway in an RS400 from Graham Ireland in a Laser and
George Finch in a National 12.
In the SUMMER SERIES, Derek Mayhew triumphed in a Solo from
Christophe Spiers in a Wayfarer and Sabrina Ireland in a Topper.
In the AUTUMN SERIES, Derek Mayhew was successful once again
in his Solo, this time from Ewan Stamp in another Solo and Martine
Murdoch in a Topper.
The SHORT SHARP SERIES (1) for the Handicap Fleet was won by
Tom Stewart in a National 12 from John Ibbotson in a National 12 and
Chris Mayhew in an older National 12.
SERIES (2) was won by John Ibbotson in a National 12 from Chris
Mayhew in a National 12 and Simon Ruffles in a Wayfarer.
The race for the new BRIDGE TROPHY, masterfully created by David
Mayne, was won by Sam Sutton in an RS 300 from Simon Ruffles and
Richard Merriweather in Lasers.
The popular SCATTER RACE was won by Derek Mayhew (Solo) from
Joe Caston (Wayfarer) and Eleanor and Stephanie Hensley (Wayfarer).

SLOW HANDICAP FLEET

LASER FLEET

James Gifford in an Optimist won from Peter Russell in a Laser 4.2 and
James Deaton in a Topper 4.2.

The season for the Lasers was dominated, once again, by Graham
Ireland, who won most things over the year.

AJAX FLEET

Graham won the SPRING SERIES from Calum Crosby and Dave
Russell, the SUMMER SERIES from George Finch and Tim Power and
the AUTUMN SERIES from Tom Herring and Will Finch.

David Kerridge in ‘Pegasus’ was successful in the Prosser Plate from
David Mayne (‘Guillemot’) and Mike Clayton (‘Polly Oliver’).
Throughout the season once again, the club had a busy programme of
sailing and racing in 2015.
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In the SHORT SHARP SERIES, Graham had to settle for second place
behind Alex Davey with Tim Power third.
The SCATTER RACE was won by Graham Ireland.
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The Ajax Nationals with Alex Davey leading the fleet

The Ajax fleet in action

The popular Scatter Race

AJAX FLEET

WAYFARER FLEET

The ever-competitive Ajax Fleet had another successful and busy season
with some familiar names leading the fleet for most of the year.

Joe Hunt and Stephanie Hensley won from Giles Wright and Mike
Carney and Christophe Spiers and Eleanor Hensley.

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

SMUGGLERS PURSUIT

These were hosted by RHYC and they were held in Dovercourt Bay.
Club boats with local knowledge dominated the fleet and Alex Davey
in ‘Atalanta’ topped the list.

Alex Davey (Firefly) won with Nigel Waller (National 12) third.

In the Club’s spring series for the Spring Bell, Mike Clayton in ‘Polly
Oliver’ won from John Williams in ‘Thunderer’ and David Mayne in
‘Guillemot’.

Other winners over the season included:

OTHER EVENTS
BELL RACE - Steve Pitts (‘Anteia’)

In the summer series, for the Mayon White Trophy, Mike Clayton
triumphed once again from Philip Mayhew and Simon Quantrill in
‘Dionysius’ and John Williams in ‘Thunderer’.

SUNK RACE - Mike Graham (‘Morning Star’)

In the autumn, David Mayne (‘Guillemot’) won the Autumn Barrel
from Philip Mayhew and Simon Quantrill (‘Dionysius’) and Mike
Clayton (‘Polly Oliver’).

PAT CRAWFORD TROPHY - Steve Pitts (‘Anteia’)

MARTIN SLATER CUP - Pat York/Richard Flanagan (‘Beserker’)

The Icicle Trophy for crews was won by Ed Smallwood in ‘Pegasus’.

BART’S BASH

SMUGGLERS WEEKEND

A fleet of 30 boats took part in this popular annual event from which
the club raised over £500 for the charity.

This was a successful event with some forty boats competing in the
various fleets.

FIREFLY FLEET

THE 2016 SEASON

Alex Davey won from Claire John from Rickmansworth SC and Nick
Dickinson.

For the coming season the Sailing Committee is placing emphasis on
race training for adult sailors keen to learn the techniques and tactics
of racing.

HANDICAP FLEET

There will also be additional training for Race Officers and Safety
Boat Crews.

Will Patten (Finn) won from Mary Stamp (Topper) and Matt Hart
from Shotley SC

LARK FLEET
Antony Gifford was the best-placed RHYC sailor in 3rd place

CLUB SUCCESS
Congratulations to Joe Hunt, who was the winning crew in the
National Lark Championships and 6th in the Endeavour Trophy.

PHANTOM FLEET
Matt House won from Bob Portway and Jonathon Puffer (RBYC)
23
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THE JUNIOR SEASON
The Junior Section at RHYC is
healthy and strong. Throughout
the season regular events were
well supported and competition
was keen among the racers.

OPTIMIST

Junior Week

1 Tristan Richardson

The main event of the season for our
juniors was Junior Week in August. As
usual, the clubhouse and lawn were taken
over, tents were pitched and a good time
was had by all.
On the water, there was fierce
competition throughout the classes.
The winners in various classes were as
follows:

FAST HANDICAP FLEET
1 Matt Smith (RS Feva XL)
2 Edward Adams RS 300
3 Henry McCarthy (Topaz Uno)

LASER FLEET
1 Adam Fuller (Laser)
2 Emma Crane (Laser Radial)
3 Cameron Harris (Laser)
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1 Ollie Meadowcroft
2 Sebastian Gotto
3 Rory Gifford

TERA PRO FLEET
2 Oscar Cubit
3 Josie Ruffles

TERA SPORT FLEET
1 Joshua Davies
2 William Carron
3 Felix Powell

TOPPER FLEET
1 Ewan Harris
2 William Penny

ON BOARD SESSIONS
These sessions on Saturday mornings proved
very popular again. They are intended for
junior beginners who are given experience
and guidance in Optimists. All youngsters
new to sailing are encouraged to come along.
These will be continued in 2016.

CHAMPIONS CLUB
This is a coaching course, which complies
with RYA guidelines. Race coaching is given
as part of a progression path and each step
gives participants the opportunity to gain a
little more of the experience necessary to
compete in the club’s racing programme.

RECOGNITION FOR OUR
JUNIOR SAILORS

3 Richard Towney

Several of our young sailors have been
selected for squad training in various classes:

REGATTA FLEET

Brothers, James and Rory Gifford, are in the
East Zone Optimist squad.

During the week the Regatta Fleet brought
out a lot of very senior sailors in some
very small boats, as they encouraged the
youngest sailors who were having their
first taste of a regatta. This proved a great
success, as grandfathers demonstrated their
know-how in the smallest of boats as the
fleet raced to Pinmill for ice-cream!

Ashley Deaton is in the RYA Topper T1
Training squad
James Deaton is in the National Topper 4.2
Squad
Ollie Dixon is in the RYA T1 29er squad.
Our junior section is clearly in good shape congratulations to them all!
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Junior Week 2015 - keen competition and fun and games
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RHYC MARINA –

COMING OF AGE
The club marina, finally completed

words ~ Derek Simonds

Derek Simonds, Rear
Commodore Marina, looks back
over the life of the marina and
gives a thought to its future.
The marina was conceived in 1992 when it
was proposed by the General Committee as a
significant improvement to the Club’s facilities.
At this time the membership comprised 290
owners of yachts plus 140 sailors of dinghies
and keel-boats.
It was not an easy birth, initially because the
proposal strongly divided the membership,
being approved at one point by a single AGM
vote margin, and then because of difficulties
and complexities of obtaining planning and
other regularity consents, which were to take
another 5 years.
The club was unable to finance the
proposed development but by 1999,
£380,000 had been raised, primarily from
debentures but including some generous
loans; this was sufficient to allow construction
of 36 berths.
By 2004 there were 40 berths, loans had
been paid off, and the marina was starting to
pay its way by contributing nearly £25,000
annually to club funds. By attracting over 500
visitor berth nights, the marina was putting
RHYC on the East Coast cruising map and
bringing additional vitality to the club-house.
The next life stage was expansion in 2006

to the 54 berths we have today, rekindling
some of the controversy within the club that
has marked much of its development and it
was unfortunately still in evidence when I took
the helm last year but hopefully, it is now at an
end as the project reaches maturity.
The marina has ‘come of age’. Debentures
that funded development are ended and it
becomes a valuable club asset, acquired at nil
cost to the membership. Looking back over
previous articles it seems the predictions
made by Mike Abrahams in 2004 are coming
true:
“There are obvious benefits to the club
as a whole but the biggest impact will come
in 11 years time when the debenture leases
expire; then the revenue from the Marina will
equal the Club’s annual subscription income
at current day values without any increase in
costs. This will transform the Club’s finances.
If only the Marina were larger!!”
We are now in a strong financial situation,
revenue does match subscription income and,
with its high level of profitability, the marina
will deliver big contributions to the club’s
coffers in coming years. Currently, the marina
facilitates repayment of our new Club House
liabilities but, as these are paid off, we have
a reliable income stream that would be the
envy of many clubs. It will subsidise excellent
facilities for future generations and go some
way to cushioning against the vagaries of
relying on subscription revenue.
Focus this year has been on transition,
re-writing bye laws, restructuring the tariff
and the way it is set, managing the change
to outside contractors for not just dredging
but most winter maintenance, as well as
coming to terms with new legislation that
adds complexity and restrictions to essential
dredging. Looking forward, any successful
business, and the marina is just that, must
review its long term strategy. This is the
Marina Committee’s next big task:

In the beginning...
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• Following on from Mike’s “if only the marina
were larger” quote from 2004, expansion is
a question often raised. Demand, however,

is finite, build costs will be high, and any
increase in size means we will not be able
to continue to dredge under exemption
with disproportionate ongoing cost
implications. Initial investigations suggest
this option may be neither practical nor
economically viable. A full review will
better inform any deliberations.
• Options for dredging include the pumping
of material to create adjacent salt marsh,
again this has potential benefits but there
are also arguments against it.
• Having ‘come of age’, retirement in the
future is not an option. Marine structures
do not naturally have an endless life and a
long-term engineering and refurbishment
plan is to be produced this year.
If I am sometimes heard to complain that
managing the marina can be an arduous task,
then I am rather humbled by the foresight and
efforts of those before me. I understand that,
in addition to Michael Abrahams who bore
the brunt of fund raising, we have to thank
the late Peter Tye and the late Tony Reading,
who were the early torch bearers for the
marina, John Pyman who pulled it all together,
Michael Graham who overcame the legal and
contractual problems, and the generosity of the
late Andrew Borges who funded construction
until the debentures had been sold. Also
looking back, I see that Geoff Prentice has been
with us since the start and his contribution,
not just as berth master but in various stages
of construction and maintenance, has been
continually acknowledged by all those involved
over the years.

The ever-present Geoff Prentice
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CRUISE IN COMPANY
PETER WRIGHT, CLASS CAPTAIN WITH A REVIEW
History of the Section
In the early 1980’s George and Ola Howard
with their boat, ‘Pindara’, officially started
this cruising section at the Royal Harwich.
Ola remembers that, even before then, a
few members, including Stan Mordy and Jeff
Brown, sailed as a group.
George worked on gathering together
and organising members who then went
off to cruise locally around our coast. On
occasions, there were up to twenty boats.
That was before we could use emails so the
notice board and telephone were used for
communication.
Brian Starkling and his wife, Janet, with
‘Tarka of Orwell’ took over from them and
in 1995 Dr David Hall carried on in ‘Gusto’.
Andrew Borges with ‘Getaway’ ran the
section in 1996, 1997 and, aided by Terry
Corner, 1998. Following that Gavin and Sue
Montgomery Smith with ‘Drifter lll’ led for a
few years and they were succeeded by Paul
and Suzie Sear with ‘Bow De Sear’.
These various class captains planned the
season’s cruises in detail, made necessary
bookings and in most cases led all the
cruises. This involved a lot of work and
responsibility but was obviously rewarding.
However, thanks must go to them all.

1997 thirty-four yachts with 300 crew visits.
On one occasion Colin and Victoria Lister
had 38 people aboard for drinks on ‘Tringa’!
The venues have been up and down our
beautiful coast, across The North Sea and
the channel, one to Brighton and several up
to St Katharine’s dock or Limehouse Basin.

Season 2015

friendships made and rekindled. The
pictures are from Southwold and Walton
Andrew Borges gave me most of the
information above that tells a little of Cruise
in Company’s history and it is so sad that
he died just after the very pleasant cruise to
Southwold with his wife, Lynne, his bother,
Chum and sister-in-law, Ursula. We will
miss ‘Getaway’ and its company.

Before June had arrived there had been
already three cruises.
Just three boats managed ‘the shakedown’
to Tichmarsh at the end of April but it
was surprisingly pleasant with sun and
comfortable wind. There was a good, cosy
meal for six in the Lighthouse Restaurant
following a glass or two of wine aboard
‘Dream Machine’.
The first May Bank Holiday saw six boats
sail to Bradwell followed by Heybridge
Basin. Then over the second May Bank
Holiday ten boats sailed to Burnham and
back. There was a favourable wind in both
directions to everyone’s delight.

Now the load is spread with different
people leading through the year.

All these trips together with the later visits
to Orford, Southwold, Lowestoft, Walton,
Hamford Water, and the second Blackwater
venture (instead of Woodbridge due to
Tide Mill marina problems) are reported at
length with pictures in the Sailing section on
the home page of the website.

Apparently in the1996 season, there were
twenty-seven participating yachts and in

It was a very successful season with
an average of five boats per trip. Many

The fleet at rest - sun-downer time at Southwold

Off watch and relaxing beneath the naze tower
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THE RHYC ART GROUP

SINCERITY IN ART
Sue Rolls

RHYC ART GROUP – EXHIBITION
2015.
As we begin our sailing season, some of
us will be viewing art, as weather keeps us in
ports, while others may be visiting exhibitions.
It brings to mind the exhibition which was on at
the Sainsbury Centre in Norwich in which the
work of Francis Bacon is shown alongside the
Masters that had influenced him. The exhibition
explores Bacon’s obsession with the art of the
past, examining how he consistently drew on
the work of such masters as Michelangelo,

Velázquez and Degas, as well as to the stylized
forms of ancient Greek and Roman works.
Which brings me to ask, why he looked at past
Masters and the question of sincerity in works
of art?
Several years ago a friend wanted me to
look at her paintings (she was in her final year
of her Art Degree) and was preparing for her
degree show. Her paintings were based on
the spin paintings for which Damien Hirst is
famous. She had used the same methodology
and the same household gloss paints as he
had. I asked her what the titles were and she

light-heartedly replied, “I call them Sunrise and
Sunsets,” because of the connection between
the colours she had used. I felt that relating
them to sunrise and sunsets purely because of
the colours used, lacked a sense of sincerity in
the work.
Why did she call the work Sunrise and
Sunsets and was it acceptable to use the ideas
and methods of other artists, which is really
only feeding off their own hard labours and at
what point can an artist really claim their work
to be their own?

It is of course an accepted learning practice to study the work
of past and present artists as had indeed Francis Bacon. Had
I not looked at the paintings of Graham Sutherland and read
about his quest for the unusual, would I have seen the visual
potential in the woodland landscape and when I began looking at
urban landscapes and looked at the work of Ben Nicholson for
inspiration, would it have stimulated new ideas?

Graham Sutherland - Welsh landscape with roads

If we use the ideas of others and pass them off as our own
work, then of course our work will lack all sincerity. Harold
Speed, writing in the Practice and Science of Drawing, believes
that in order for any artist to produce a piece of work that is not only successful but also sincere, he needs
a deeper perception and intuitive vision than the ordinary man and he believes that is at the basis of any
original idea. If we have the initial visual perception behind our ideas, then looking at the work of others
should encourage development of any thought processes and help us to look beyond just copying.
An artist needs to have a very clear idea about what it is he wishes to say with his image. If we are going to
use a particular method, we need to know why we are using that particular method and whether it is best
suited to the concept we are trying to put across.
I believe that sincerity is based on the initial perception – “the idea”. The title, I believe should also be
considered part of the equation from the development of the idea, giving the viewer a slight hint at what to
look for within the image and also leaving the viewer a bit of work to do!
Harold Speed goes on to say “most people only look at the sky to see if it is going to rain, or at the fields
to see if they are dry enough to walk on and so not to observe the beauty of the blue sky dancing upon the
surface of the green fields, or the rich colouring of its shadowed depth.” That is Visual Perception! However, I
believe perception goes beyond just the visionary, and must encompass other sensual feelings, such as touch,
smell and sound. As Cezanne once said “I paint as I see, as I feel, and I have very intense feelings”.

Graham Sutherland - Road to Porthclais with
Setting Sun
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Extracts from a poem I wrote show how we use all of our senses to conjure a deeper visual perception,
“hear the blackbirds song, watch the hawk hover long before catching its prey, feel the shimmering heat of
the day”…. “See the leaves gently sway as the breeze, blows over pasture and field, … in bare feet tread on
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moss thick grass and feel how soft its yield”… “In dappled shade, hidden in a leafy glade, watch the butterfly’s
lightly fluttering from nettle to bloom and quietly listen to the bumble bee’s hummed tune”. It is this personal
quality of a deeper visionary awareness that will make the artist’s work distinctive and sincere.
As early as the 15C, Leonardo de Vinci was advising us to look at walls stained with damp or at stones of
uneven colour to find inspiration. He said “if we look with a deeper perception we can see mountains, ruins,
rocks, woods, great plains, hills and valleys, in the embers of fire, clouds or mud or similar objects, because
from a confusion of shapes, the spirit is quickened to see new inventions”.
I found inspiration from reading a book on the work of Graham Sutherland… “In the overhanging hedges by
steep roads, which pinched the setting sun, mantling clouds against the black sky, phantom tree roots, bleached
and washed by the waves, twisted gorse on cliff edges, twigs like snakes etc.” He also found that certain shapes
and forms would dominate others, rare and hidden forms. He would soak himself in the countryside.
As artists, if we strive to develop a deeper perception, our ideas will multiply and by using the work of others
as a springboard for further exploration and experiment, our emerging work will retain sincerity and will be
much stronger.

Sue Rolls -“Urban landscape” - Oil on wood
panel

It is obvious that whatever we attempt to paint or draw, whatever subject we wish to convey in
whatever medium, there must be a quest for sincerity in the idea that lies behind it. Harold Speed goes
on to say “A thorough understanding of what it is we are trying to convey and achieve will be when you
eventually find expression in your work and then, only then, can you call it your own work and it will be a
sincere work of art”.
Next time you stand in front of a Francis Bacon’s painting, and knowing a little about the man, ask yourself is
this a work of sincerity or not? I have and it is, most certainly!

18 April - 26 July 2015
Francis Bacon and the Masters was a groundbreaking exhibition bringing together over 100 major works, by
Francis Bacon with old and modern masters including Velázquez, Rembrandt, Titian, Michelangelo, Rodin, Van
Gogh, Picasso and Matisse.

Ben Nicholson- “Two Forms”

Francis Bacon and the Masters formed the culmination of the celebrations marking the 250th anniversary of the State Hermitage Museum,
St Petersburg coincides with the UK/Russia Year of Culture in the UK. The exhibition, a result of four and a half years of planning was a historic
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between
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and is1 the first in an ongoing relationship.

Seasonal discounts for RHYC Members

At Fox’s Marina & Boatyard, our
experienced managers and highly
skilled engineers and craftsmen have
a wealth of knowledge in project
managing and working on a huge
range of sailing and motor yachts.

Marina berthing and hard standing
70 and 50 ton travel lifts
n Refit and repair specialists
n Joinery and teak decks
n Spray painting and varnish
n GRP and gelcoat repairs
n Coppercoat, osmosis and epoxy treatments
n Electronics supply and installation
n Marine engineering and installation
n Rigging for cruising and racing
n Stainless fabrication – marine & commercial
n Fox's Marine & Country store
n
n

+44 (0) 1473 689111
foxs@foxsmarina.com

As the recommended service centre
for all local yachtsmen, Fox’s is pleased
to oﬀer RHYC Members seasonal
discounts on winter layup and reﬁt work –
please contact us for more details.

foxsmarina.com

Your yacht deserves the best – Fox’s provides the best

Fox’s Marina Ipswich Limited
Ipswich, Suﬀolk, IP2 8SA
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DO YOU NEED A

YACHT SURVEYOR?
words ~ Mike Woollard, Yacht surveyor and Chartered Engineer

Thinking of using a yacht
surveyor? If so, it is likely to be
for one of the following reasons:
You are buying a yacht...
and worried about getting “a bad deal”
and worried you might be buying a liability
and wishing to avoid the rose tinted glasses
syndrome
and feel you need some protection

You are selling a yacht...
and wish to identify any obstacles
and need a powerful marketing tool
and wish to accelerate the process
and achieve the best price possible

You need condition
assurance...
to satisfy insurers
for self confidence
to provide for future costs

You need to make a claim...
for bad workmanship
for poor materials or components
for a contract not fulfilled
for insurance damage

You need to get your yacht
repaired...
and need a damage report
and need cost estimates
and need to sort a salvage claim
and need to repairs overseen
You need to choose a surveyor who will
meet your needs, who specialises in your type
of vessel and who sympathises with the use
you make of your yacht.
This brief article is aimed at giving you an
insight to surveying activities and some of the
benefits, pitfalls and costs which might be
expected when commissioning a survey for
your GRP based leisure yacht.
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What can you expect from
a surveyor
1. A balanced objective view of your issue.
2. A well written report on the brief, with
opinion backed by Professional Indemnity
(PI) Insurance
3. Someone with whom you can share and
discuss your yachting problem.
4. An expenditure which you should regard
as good value for money.
5. Solutions to a specific problem (whether
to buy, how to sell, how to repair, what
will it cost???)

Case Study 1 - 			
A Pre-purchase survey
Tempted to buy an old (1979) Hustler
30 in apparently nice condition for £14,000;
the prospective new owner wished to be
aware of any cost liabilities he might be
taking on. He was unaware that the Volvo
Saildrive unit fitted to this yacht has a large
rubber diaphragm which Volvo recommend
is replaced every 7 years irrespective of
condition at a typical cost of between £1,000
and £1200. The appointed surveyor uncovers
the fact that the diaphragm is well overdue
for replacement, is actually over 16 years old
and that associated clamp plates are badly
corroded and also need replacement. A
dangerous condition which if left unattended
would invalidate insurance if problems
occurred due to this item and could cost
as much as 15% of the purchase value to
sort out. Grounds for negotiation or a swift
retreat? For this and some other problems
also found, the prospective owner chose to
retreat.

Case Study 2 - 		
Another pre-purchase
survey
A Westerly Corsair for sale in Costa Blanca.
Apparently a good buy at £33,000 against a
more usual market value of £38,000 for yacht of
this age, condition and extensive equipment fit.
What could go wrong?
The appointed surveyor noticed that the
wheel steering was rather stiff, though barely

a cause for concern in the marina where the
yacht was being evaluated, (but in a heavy
sea?). The broker passed off the observation
as being due to the fact that the yacht
had not been used for 2 years and would
certainly free up when the hull was pressure
washed. It didn’t! The surveyor investigated
the mechanism further and observed signs
of recent maintenance of the self steering
hydraulic cylinder and the routing of the
steering cables. Clearly someone else had
been concerned about the steering stiffness!
Once lifted out, the surveyor was able to see
that the rudder bearing bushes were a light
green/yellow colour, indicative of Nylon, and
not the white of Delrin which should have
been present. Unlike Delrin, Nylon swells in
water and these incorrectly fitted bearings
were taking grip of the rudder stock…… and
the situation! On the face of it, the solution
was simply to remove the rudder, replace the
bearings with bushes made in Delrin and then
reassemble – typical cost about £1,000 and
on this basis a buyer might proceed with the
purchase. However such bearings are usually
replaced when they are worn, when plenty
of clearance has developed. In this case the
bearings were tight. What if the rudder could
not be removed, the situation exacerbated
by rudder stock corrosion existing between
the two bearings? Repair costs could quickly
escalate to the need to cut out and rebuild
the entire rudder mounting assembly in the
hull. Suddenly the potential £5,000 saving in
the purchase cost appears far less attractive.
In the event, the surveyor recommended
that any purchase be made conditional
upon delivery of the yacht on the hard with
the rudder removed – not a very onerous
request. Interestingly the current owner
refused and instructed the broker to seek
an alternative, “less fussy”, customer. The
client walked away relieved not to have the
problem.

Case Study 3 - 			
A warranty claim
A 3 year old yacht from a quality yacht
manufacturer who needs to remain nameless,
was supplied with potentially magnificent
teak decks - only problem was that the

Lifting teak decks

interplank adhesive/filler had softened
to a sludge/putty consistency and whole
sections of planking were coming unstuck
and lifting off. The owner was pretty
upset and required a surveyor to help
him with a warranty claim against the
manufacturer. Following an investigation
by the surveyor, a suitably worded report
quickly resolved the issue, and the yacht
is now having new decks fitted at zero
cost to the owner.

What does a survey
cost?
This is rather a “how long is a piece of
string” type question but to give some
idea, the cost of a pre-purchase survey
depends on two key factors – the size
and complexity of the yacht. In the more
modern, ever wider yacht designs, beam
is as important as length so that simple
formulae based on a price per unit
length no longer applies. However as a
guide, a smaller yacht circa 25 ft. is likely
to cost £250 to £300 whereas a larger
yacht in the 40 to 50 ft range can cost
anything from £600 to £900. A pretty
standard sized 35 ft yacht would typically
be around £400-£450. VAT registered
surveyors will of course charge VAT at
20% on top and travel expenses may
be an additional charge so using a local
surveyor who is not VAT registered
can be beneficial. Charges for a more
complex yacht such as a yawl or a Ketch
or a yacht with more than one engine
may require more consideration.
The above comments apply to GRP
hulls. Other building materials such
as wood, ferro cement and steel are
regarded as more specialised with a
higher risk, especially in the case of wood
where I know of surveyors with very
burnt fingers! Surveying for commercial
use is another specialised area where
surveyors with particular coding
qualifications are required, which usually
equates to a greater charge-out rate.
Work on damage surveys or
for warranty work very much
depends upon the complexity of the
investigation and reporting required
but by way of illustration, the wood
deck investigation survey of case study
3 carried a price of £260.

How much effort does a
survey take?
More than you might think! Presurvey work involves some internet
research into similar yachts and sources
of data to get acquainted/re-acquainted
with the type. The actual survey rarely

takes less than 2 hours to accomplish
and more often than not in excess of 3
hours. Writing up the report can easily
take another 10 to 12 hours. I have met
surveyors who claim to do in excess of 7
surveys in a week, simply dictating their
observations into a Dictaphone, leaving
a typist to complete the report. I would
not wish to comment!

The Survey Report
Clearly the surveyor takes a risk in
undertaking a survey which is why he/
she needs PI insurance. The surveyor
will also be very careful in wording
the report in order to minimise
liability, caveating items he/she could
not evaluate for whatever reason.
For example, if the yacht is ashore
the surveyor cannot comment about
leaking stern glands or through-hull
fittings, neither can the engine be run,
or a mast ascent be made. If afloat,
the surveyor’s ability to assess the hull
features is clearly limited. Ideally, have
a survey done both afloat and with a lift
out, even if this costs another £150 £200. This would be money well spent.
Always read the report in its entirety
– do not stop after the conclusions and
recommendations section.
The surveyor cannot be expected,
and is not contracted to disconnect,
disassemble or remove any item to
provide access for inspection and he/
she cannot be held liable for items if
was not possible to inspect. In this
respect, interior furniture and panelling/
linings can present quite a problem
such that items such as shroud chain
plates, the steering mechanism, keel
bolts and some parts of the propulsion
machinery can be difficult to inspect.
Be aware of all the items the surveyor
states that he/she was unable to assess
or view in order to get a comprehensive
understanding of the depth of the survey
and what items you will be taking at risk.

Choosing a Surveyor
The surveyor should offer educational
and professional qualifications coming
from either a practical “Boat Yard”
apprenticeship background followed
by suitable diploma courses and then
acceptance into a surveying association
such as the YDSA or the International
Institute of Marine Surveyors OR be a
traditionally degree qualified Chartered
Engineer, again with professional
association membership, confirming the
engineering standard attained. Contact
details are often provided by brokers
who cannot recommend particular

surveyors
but can
usually provide
a list for you to
choose from.
Equally,
surveyors
advertise in
yachting magazines
and personal
recommendation
is always a good
source. Select
two or three for a
quotation. Choose
one with whom you
feel you can work
and ask to see a
sample of a previous
report, which he is
able to show you.
Most important of all,
ensure the surveyor has
Professional Indemnity
(PI) Insurance (ask
for the name of the
broker and the level of
cover provided – usually
£500,000). Like anyone,
Surveyors do make
mistakes and its good
to know that the holding
tank you asked him to find
and which turned out to
be a water tank, will be
retrospectively
provided by PI
Just a bit of electrolytic corrosion
insurance!
I hope this
article has given
you some better
insights into the
world of yacht
surveys and
what can be
expected and
not expected.

Saildrive seal overdue for replacement
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18-30 REGATTA 2015
words ~ Ed Harrison

This year the annual 18-30 Race Week was
held over a long weekend, and what an event
it was - with a masquerade ball, a race through
the mud at Pinmill, and dancing in an RS200
“party boat”. There was even a bit of sailing.
Thursday
Veteran race officer, Graham Ireland, kicked off day 1 with
a briefing to show off his low-tide busting “creative” courses,
which when drawn out looked worthy of being displayed in the
Tate Modern.
Confusion followed the competitors out onto the water, with
Graham keeping eager starters in line using his treasured black flag,
and race leader Tom Louth so confused by the course he tangled his
Laser on a moored yacht. Hot on his heels, Rupert Molyneux and
Fiona Cook were so busy laughing, they caught their RS200 on the
next one, leaving George Finch to take the win.
Order was restored in the second and third races (or
perhaps the courses just made more sense), with Ed Harrison
winning both from George. Much to Graham’s disappointment,
everyone behaved better on the start line, and the black flag
was not seen again.
With three races completed and the competitors returned
to shore in dire need of a refreshing pint. One turned into two,
then into three, and after that everyone lost count. Shortly after
dinner, a trip down the river on the Finch’s rib landed the jolly
sailors at the lightship in Levington where the evening continued
until closing time.

Friday
Time and tide may wait for no man, but after the Thursday
night social, many were glad to awaken to low water and no
chance of sailing before lunch. When the tide finally came in, Gus
Dixon and Cameron Harris showed their junior week warm up
had paid off, romping ahead to victory in their RS 200 in race 4.
By now the wind had built to a solid force 5, enough for a
host of spectacular capsizes and a earth shattering bang as Will
Finch sheared his boom clean in two at the windward mark of

race 5. Meanwhile the Dixon/Cameron combination were flying
to their second line honours, only to lose out to George Finch
on handicap. Recovering from his hangover, he also won race 6
from Ed Harrison.
Back ashore, the
bedraggled competitors
assembled in the club for a
revitalising curry and quiz
night under the watchful
eye of quiz-master Tom
Dixon. A challenging series
of questions was best
answered by “team one”
(Sophie Louth, Ed Harrison,
Fiona Cook, Tom Herring,
and Martyn Pearson”).
Suggestions they forfeit for
having such a poor team
name were drowned out
by howls of indignation
from Rupert, who had
First - solve the puzzle!
sneakily looked up a number
of the answers on Wikipedia, only to have some of them marked
wrong. The 18-30 generation clearly hasn’t learned you can’t
trust everything you read on the Internet.

Saturday
Saturday sailing kicked off early with an event known in the
sailing world to attract competition on a par with the Olympics,
Vendee Globe, or even the Americas Cup - the 18-30 beer race!
From a Le-Mans start, competitors were to take the last of the
ebb down to Pin Mill, jog up to the village and drink a bottle of
beer on the slipway, then finish on the club line after doing a 360
round each channel mark on the way back.
Tom Louth was the first to arrive at Pin Mill where the
combination of low tide and lee shore caused him to capsize
straight into the mud. Ed arrived second but whilst making
fast to the slipway post was overtaken by George, who planed
straight up the slipway into the lead. Dixon/Cameron arrived
soon after but were disqualified after only one of them went
ashore for drinks. Ed and George returned neck and neck to
their boats, but George struggled to re-launch through the mud,
leaving Ed to claim the win. The afternoon racing was far less
exciting, despite another F5 and every course including a gybe
in front of the club. Ed took victory in races 7 and 8, and Dixon/
Cameron won race 9.
Back ashore, the competitors, guests, and helpers alike
donned their ball gowns and straightened their bow ties for the
regatta dinner. The sponsors, Fancy Dress Hut, provided some
absolutely fabulous face masks to turn the event into an even
more splendid masquerade ball, which included a champagne
reception, 3 course meal, and then dancing through to midnight.
The night was truly made by the careful conversion of Rupert’s
RS200 into an impromptu dance floor, and the look of confusion
on the DJ’s face as partygoers looked to set sail once more.
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Sunday
Sore heads and unsettled stomachs were soon forgotten as
Graham unveiled his latest navigation challenge and the final
day’s racing got underway. Race 10, a run down the river
almost as far as Levington saw Sophie Louth win from Tom,
with Suzie Martin’s 4.7 taking 3rd place and the bulk of the
fleet separated by less than 60 seconds. The beat back that
was race 11 saw Dixon/Cameron back to the front just edging
out Ed, who won the final race closely followed by Tom Louth
and Tom Herring.

Overall
Overall, a fantastic weeks racing with ended with Ed Harrison
finishing in first overall, George Finch in second, Gus and
Cameron in third (and best double-hander). The second doublehander was the RS 200 of Heidi Wright and Arthur Nicholls.
The organisers would like to thank all the volunteers who gave
up their time, and the yacht club office, catering team, and bar
staff. We would also like to give a huge thanks to our Sponsors,
Volvo Cars Ipswich and Fancy Dress Hut. Without all of you and
your support and generosity this event would not be possible.
We can’t wait to be back next year, with the dates looking likely
to be September 1st - 4th.
Competitors and friends - ‘après sailing’
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A very Personal Retrospective on

Dinghy Racing
words ~ Graham Ireland

As I get older, I often reflect
on the years I have spent racing
here and what I will do, once my
body finally insists that I can’t
go thrashing across the river
in all conditions every Sunday.
There are those who have
more than once said I should
get a life; my answer to that
is I have had a life. What that
means is that I have a life full of
memories that bring back many
thrilling experiences for me.
I said to one of the Laser fleet last year,
that “you haven’t lived until you’ve sailed a
National Twelve downwind in force 6 at sea”.
When I next saw him a couple of months
later, his first words were “I’ve lived”. I knew
immediately what he meant. The problem
with sailing is that you never know when
these magic moments will occur. That means,
to be able to fill the memory banks, you need
to do as much sailing as possible throughout
every season, as you never know when it
may be your last. Racing adds extra spice to
those experiences because by its nature, the
competition will sharpen and focus your magic
moments. Personally I would recommend
racing to all sailors here because of this. It also
speeds your seamanship learning curve, which
will allow you to broaden the conditions that
you can reasonably expect to sail in.
At this club we have a very broad range of
abilities represented, all the way from national
champions to beginners. Remembering
that even national champions have to begin
somewhere, the only question is how long
and how much commitment is required
to reach whatever goal you may have in
this sport. For most to reach a good club
race-winning level, will take about 5 years
of practice. We do belong to a sports club
and it may be time to reflect on our roots in
sporting history and the primary objectives
of the club. Also we should recognise that for
most people the way into sailing is primarily
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through dinghies.
So how has the dinghy racing been here
this year? Well, we were a bit late due to
the tides and Easter but Rear Commodore
Gordon started it with a short sharp one-day
series, as the first event of the year. This
event represented a very particular style of
racing. It was held over very short courses,
which emphasised starting and close-quarter
tactics, particularly on the laser course. As
there were really only two competitors in
with a chance of winning, it became a matchracing event between the two. We can now
recommend Alex Davey as a substitute for

Graham in a familiar pose, at the head of the fleet

Ben Ainslie should a vacancy occur at the back
of the America’s Cup challenge boat. On the
handicap course, there were no less than
three past national champions racing, with the
win going to reigning champion, Tom Stewart.
The results of the short sharp event were
entered as the first race of the spring series.
In the handicap, Giles Wright won and in the
Lasers, Graham Ireland won. The results
though don’t tell the whole story. It is difficult to
convey how close or otherwise handicap racing
is because the result is only known an hour
or so later, when it has been calculated but in
the Laser class, first to the line wins and close
racing is very obvious. For instance, in one race,
approaching the gybe mark for the 2nd time,
a boat just got water before the mark. So the
outside boat congratulated the inside boat on

his gain, suggesting that the inside boat should
be able to win the race provided he didn’t
capsize at the mark, having heard the ominous
thud of another Laser rolling in to windward
behind. This competitor then took a much
wider course round the mark to allow space
for the inside boat to fall over, and he duly
obliged, allowing the outside boat to run away
with the race. The next race was much closer
and on the club website there is a photo of the
finish taken by the OOD from the committee
boat. Looking at the series results a newcomer
to the club came 2nd overall in the Lasers
summer series, mainly due to turning out more
often than the others. In this sport persistence
and consistency count for the greater part
of pot hunting. It is always important to get a
result in the more extreme conditions, either
light or heavy. A race in the summer series
emphasised exactly how quickly a race can
change, even in near drifting conditions. I
commented after about 15 minutes racing and
about 2/3 of the way to the first mark that it
didn’t look like the race would be over until
it was over with almost each of the 8 or so
competitors at some point leading and the fleet
spread in a line abreast. Then almost as if to
rubbish my comment, one boat suddenly shot
away to a half-mile lead before the 2nd mark
and the race was over.
The Wednesday evening racing proved to
be the best attended series of the season.
There were five different winners over the 12
races but the top 2 were dominant by turning
out all the time. These two have shared
the trophy for the last 4 years. Handicap
racing can be a bit of a lottery but it usually
helps to be sailing one of the larger, faster
classes of boat. The reason for this is that on
Wednesday evenings, even if there are white
horses up the channel at 6 o’clock, by 7.30 it
will be nearly flat calm. Races 1 and 3 certainly
proved that, in spades. In race 2 the wind held
up a little bit better. Thus the performance
of the smaller boats in races 1 & 3 was very
commendable.
On the subject of handicaps, these have
been widely revised this year by the RYA and
one thing became very noticeable. The classes
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acing at RHYC
where there is a wider base of beginners
such as the Topper and Laser Radial have
tended to get much eased handicaps. Here at
this club, we have chosen to take the Laser
Radial handicap back, so that it is the same,
in relative terms, to the Laser standard, as
last year. That is because we have a number
of more experienced sailors, who, by virtue
of their weight will use the radial and would
therefore win everything, if we used the RYA
number. We have left the Topper alone as an
encouragement to our young members to
get stuck into the senior racing fleets at the
earliest opportunity. Even there, one Topper
ran out 2nd in the 2nd race of the Wed
evening. He needs to turn out more often
though. Then he would have a serious chance
of picking up a podium place; remember
my earlier comment about persistence and
consistency.
We give credit to competitors who do
OOD or SB duties by averaging their counting

results for those races where they are doing
the duty. One competitor complained to me
that he didn’t get that. Then I pointed out that
averaging all DNC’s will produce a DNC so it
wouldn’t make any difference until you have
some results to average out.

didn’t hit the boat - he hit me. I was in such
agony I didn’t get his number. I could only yell
“I’m too old to take bangs like that now”. The
Topper shaped bruise on my hip lasted a full
week. This was my excuse for a miserable
result in that race.

As well as club racing, we host open
meetings for those who travel from other
clubs. The idea is to get the very best from
the local area together and fight it out for club
bragging rights. In the Optimist class, we are
only just getting back into it, so our sailors
now know how far they have to go to get to
the top because one of our visitors won. At
the Tera & Topper open meeting, we fared
much better with Ollie Dixon winning the
Topper. Your old codger author borrowed his
daughter’s Topper and raced but the juniors
got their own back in race 3, when one of
them, having jumped the gun, bore off to
return and T-boned me, full power from my
windward side. Trouble with this was that he

Late season racing was dogged by a lot
of extreme weather both light and heavy.
We lost an unprecedented three Sundays
to no wind at all, including sadly a very well
attended Laser and Solo open meeting. Then
there were two extreme (30 knot Plus) days,
which tested gear to breaking point resulting
in at least one broken mast and other failures
even on my boat. As Lion Times went to
press, the winter series was going down to
the wire one point separating the top two
with more extreme weather forecast.
So this is a quick view of dinghy racing
at RHYC and maybe next time we may
have more of those exciting and sometimes
amusing incidents to report.

A familiar figure in the dinghy park
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FROM THE LIBRARY
words ~ Stuart Miller

‘A GOOD READ’
Now that the summer is definitely no longer upon us, the
nights have drawn in and the boats tucked away, it’s a good time
to find some absorbing books to keep our nautical juices flowing
until spring comes round again. Here are three great reads from
our Club library that I have enjoyed recently:
‘Down Channel’ by RT McMullen. First published in 1869,
this lovely book has become a classic, must-read for every
cruising sailor. It is the combined log and diary of a 19th Century
pioneer of small boat sailing, mainly in the English Channel in the
days before auxiliary motors, marinas, and even most modern
harbours. Though there is no sailing outside British and Irish
waters, he made a circumnavigation of Britain in 1863, with two
employed hands in a 34 foot sailing yacht. McMullen was a true
yachtsman who clearly revered and respected the sea. He was
meticulous in his preparation, as you would have to be with no
recourse to engine, radio or emergency services to get you out
of trouble. His tales of his cruises in a succession of small yachts
are the stuff of why we sail.

a three-masted schooner, (Seligman had worked for a while as
second mate on a tramp steamer). Having placed an ad. In the
Times for ‘six young men wanted for crew for voyage to South
Seas for about a year’, he set about buying and patching up the
‘Cap Pilar’. What follows is a very inspiring and touching tale of
engineless ocean voyaging and island hopping in Polynesia with
a young wife and child and a crew, which becomes an extended
family. A lovely book to read about sailing in warm waters, while
we hunker down for winter at home.

RT McMullen died, on a moonlit night, peacefully at his tiller in
mid-Channel in 1891.

‘Northwest Passage Solo’ by David Scott-Cowper, first
published 1993. Scott-Cowper, a chartered surveyor from
Newcastle, is almost so modest as to be virtually unknown
even amongst sailors. However, he made three notable solo
circumnavigations, two in a 41 foot yacht (one of them EastWest, against the prevailing winds), and one, via the frozen
Northwest Passage, in an ex-RNLI Watson lifeboat, which he
purchased when she came up for sale at Whisstocks boatyard in
Woodbridge. Her last job as a lifeboat had been at Aldeburgh.
The Northwest Passage took him two years and involved a
sinking, strandings and unbelievable persistence and ingenuity.
All this is packed into a mere 200 pages, so no room for any
‘boring bits’.

‘The Voyage of the Cap Pilar’ by Adrian Seligman, first
published in 1939. Adrian Seligman was left £3,500 by his
grandfather, and looking for some way to escape the treadmill of
office life in London, decided to spend it on a rundown wreck of

I am sure you will enjoy these selections, but if you have got
any other recommendations of books from the shelves in the
Orwell Room, please let us know, or perhaps write a short
review for inclusion in the next ‘Lion Times’.

‘NEAR AND FAR’ – PHOTO COMPETITION
David Sadler
There were 39 entries from 14
members for last year’s competition.
Sue Rolls, the leader of the Art Group
acted as judge. Congratulations to James
Littlewood and the others mentioned and
thank you to everyone who sent an entry.
The show was enjoyed by all at the Near
and Far Evening on 14 March.

Judge’s comments
There is one image that stands out to
me, because of the content, difficulty
of execution at night, complete focus in
foreground and background, its balanced
composition, and subject matter. It
contains part of the boat, which then
leads the eye towards the lights and
the reflections. It is in total balance, by
capturing the reflections in the topsides of
the boat! It is an astounding photograph,
taken with a real photographer’s eye, and
may I suggest, an artist’s eye.
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Overall Winner: ‘Night Mooring’ - James Littlewood.
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- Sew What….
short answer is anything and everything: in
- The
Sew
addition
toWhat….
the normal run of domestic and
-

commercial
fabric repairs
we do:
The short answer
is anything
and everything: in
addition to the normal run of domestic and
commercial fabric repairs we do:

•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Bean Bags
Pond
Beancovers
Bags
Trailer
tents and awnings
Pond covers
Parasols
Trailer tents and awnings
Classic
car hoods
Parasols
Bags
Classic car hoods
Furniture
covers
Bags
Fire
service
repairs and new
Furniture covers
Lifestyle
products
Fire service
repairs and new
Clothing
Lifestylealterations
products
Curtains
Clothing alterations
And
much more call
Curtains
01473 780075
• And much more call
01473 780075
Oh….and Of course Sails and Covers for
Boats!
Oh….and Of course Sails and Covers for
Boats!
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Training at Royal
Harwich Sea School
Elspeth iskander

We have a fine Sea School.
Whatever your age or
experience, almost certainly
RHYC can offer courses/workshops/ seminars or study days
for you.
The RYA Training at RHYC is diverse, able
to offer a large range of courses, and under
the scheme you can progress from complete
beginner, who has never sailed at all, to Yacht
master.
The Sea School had a quiet time during the
rebuilding of the splendid new Club House.
It is up and running again, with 2 significant
developments in 2015.
Firstly, the Club is now linked to
Shearwater Sailing, the established Sea School
based next door at MDL, and much of the
RYA Training will be led by Mark Lewis of
Shearwater and his team of experienced
instructors. As before, fully qualified members
of the Club are undertaking some of the
training.
Secondly, the Cruising Association,
the leading association of cruising sailors
word-wide, has chosen RHYC to become
a Training Partner. So we are one of only
4 quality Sea Schools in the UK to be so
named. The advantage for us is that our
courses are advertised nationally, via the CA
magazine and website. With a higher profile
and more people signing up, we can provide
more courses and offer several dates for
members to choose from. All our courses are
preferentially priced compared to other sea
schools. Members get the best rate.
Juniors. From 6 years old, children are
taught in Optimists and Toppers at the regular
Saturday Junior Sailing courses. We also run
2 Junior Training weeks for over 8s, during
which children can progress through all the
RYA grades until able to train to be Dinghy
Instructors themselves or to move on to
participate in Racing in the National Squads.
(Ambitious parents may want to remember
that one of the UK’s Olympic sailors, Saskia
Clarke, began her career at RHYC!)
In the season just ended, Summer Training
was again successful; 42 children attended and
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were taught by RYA qualified
instructors. There was much
praise from parents.
All Junior courses must be
booked in advance. Saturday
junior Sailing can be booked 2
weeks in advance. Please keep
an eye on the weekly ecom,
because once booking opens
for any Junior Training, places
are soon taken.
Cruising If you are
interested in cruising, the
Club runs practical courses
to take you through
from absolute beginner to Yacht Master:Competent Crew, Day Skipper, Coastal Yacht
master.
Courses are held on the Instructor’s yacht,
or, if you prefer, you can be taught in the
familiarity of your own vessel. Please see the
article by Mike Graham, Principal for Practical
Yachting, overleaf.
Ashore, the team of instructors provide
the special, classroom-based support courses:
Navigation classes for Day Skipper and
Coastal Yacht master; VHF Radio is a course
to familiarise students with the basics of
radio operation, the correct channels to use,
distress, emergency and medical assistance
procedures. Digital Selective Calling (DSC)
facilities are an integral part of all new VHF
sets and holders of an ‘old’, non DSC, licence
will need to upgrade their qualification to the
new certificate.
First Aid: In a medical emergency a little
first-aid knowledge and immediate action
can save lives, especially in remote locations.
This course is designed to provide a working
knowledge of first aid for people using small
craft and to support skippers of yachts and
motor vessels.
Sea Survival: 99.9% of yachtsmen will
never use their life-raft. However, if you
are one of the unlucky few, your chances
of survival will be greatly increased if you
understand how to use the equipment and
how to help yourself. The one-day course
includes an hour in a heated pool, learning
how to deploy and enter a life-raft.

Suddenly Alone: RHYC has home builtcourses for Cruiser Sailors. We have been
running the nationally admired Suddenly
Alone/Non-Skippers course for over 10
years. This is a one-day practical course to
help any non-skipper to deal effectively, if,
by chance, they are left in charge. It covers:
use of the engine, basic navigation and
seamanship, necessary use of the radio,
recovery of a casualty overboard and first aid.
Having no syllabus, nor exam, this is a relaxed
confidence building course, suitable for crew
or the skipper’s partner. It is a course that
has been so appreciated that its fame has
spread, and Clubs on the South Coast and in
London have put on their own versions, with
information and advice from us.
RHYC Training is responsive to requests.
If there is a course that anyone particularly
wants, we will try our best to find other
students and an Instructor. That is how many
of the early courses began. We have even run
one Ocean Yacht-master course.
Beyond the RYA Courses, there may be
people who want to cruise abroad, the Club
can provide Assessments and Certificates for
the International Certificate of Competence
or, for Inland Waters, the CEVNI certificate.
Details of the syllabuses, dates and prices
are all available on the Club web-site www.
royalharwichyachtclub.co.uk The Club office
will give you further information & discuss
your needs.
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practical training
courses – on the water
Michael Graham, Yachtmaster Instructor, RHYC

We (RHYC) have an RYA
approved sea school and amongst
other disciplines we offer training
and practical experience for
yachting.
This is usually by way of 5day afloat courses
on an RYA/MCA coded yacht or an owners
yacht suitably equipped. The aim obviously
is to convert textbook knowledge into
practice – and there are 3 levels of course
leading eventually to “Yachtmaster” or
perhaps being tested for an ICC (International
Certificate of Competence). The courses are
described as for “Competent Crew” and
“Day Skipper” and “Coastal Skipper”.
The Comp Crew course introduces the
beginner to cruising and teaches personal
safety, seamanship and helmsmanship to the
level required to be a useful member of the
crew of a cruising yacht.
The Day Skipper course teaches practical
pilotage, navigation, seamanship and boat

handling to the standard required to skipper
safely by day in familiar waters. The Coastal
Skipper course extends to include passage
making in perhaps unfamiliar waters, night
work, and picking up an MOB under sail.
The most popular course seems to be for
Day Skipper where the satisfactory course
completion certificate usually enables the
student to charter.
The syllabus is comprehensive and
emphasises the practical. For example the
student hot from the classroom will want to
be too long at the chart table – but leaving
port is about keeping a lookout and using the
pre-prepared pilotage plan for features, transits
and clearing lines – not sitting at the chart table
and drawing tidal vectors or looking up light
characteristics in Reeds.
Man Overboard drill is much talked
about and rightly so. Returning the boat to the
casualty represented by the customary bucket
and fender is only part of the job, although
much teaching leaves it at that. Getting him or

her on board, down below and resuscitated
is the harder part. For the heavy and possibly
helpless casualty I carry a block and tackle
with a 4 to 1 purchase. The top block is hoist
about 2 metres up the outer shroud on a spare
halyard, the lower block goes down to the
casualty in the water and is clipped on and the
fall of the rope is lead via a turning block to a
cockpit winch. This would lift the proverbial
elephant and if the casualty’s life jacket has it’s
crotch straps done up the lift will be near to
horizontal. The photo with this article shows
this being demonstrated.

shockingly cold
Why did CNN film double gold
medallist being dunked in a tank
of cold water? The answer lies in
recent research as to what really
happens when we fall overboard.
The technical correspondent of
Lion Times reviews some of the
latest research and what it means
to leisure sailors.
Hypothermia, and of course drowning have
long been regarded as the biggest dangers
of going overboard. We now know that the
real challenge is the body’s initial reaction
to being suddenly immersed in cold water.
Many of those who die do so in the first few
minutes from cardiac arrest or stroke and
past deaths were often mistakenly attributed
to hypothermia and drowning. Cold Water
Shock is now understood to be a leading
cause of MOB death, particularly but not
exclusively amongst the older and less fit

amongst us and those with pre-existing heart
conditions.
Cold Water Shock is the body’s involuntary
response to sudden immersion in cold water.
The most dramatic aspects of this are short
lived and if we can survive these first minutes
then our chances of safe rescue are much
increased.
In brief, the heart rate soars and a gasp
response dramatically increases breathing
rate, creating involuntary hyperventilation
and panic. If your face goes under water,
this triggers another automatic response of
holding breath, conflicting with the opposite
cold shock response and increasing strain
on the heart. After a few minutes, the
shock symptoms subside and we have a
short window of opportunity before the
progressive effects of hypothermia set in.
The definition of cold in UK waters
is 10-15°C. The table of average water
temperatures around Harwich shows that
because the sea warms and cools slowly it is

not until July that we get above 16°C.
How can we use this new knowledge
to help us? Clinical research suggests that
if we know what to expect and can relax
and control our breathing until the shock
symptoms subside, this may increase our odds
of survival, as will either avoiding getting our
heads submerged or at least tightly covering
the mouth and nose. The big implication is for
the wearing of life jackets. Recent research
has shown that many sailors don’t wear life
jackets because they believe they can easily
survive MOB either by swimming or getting
fairly speedy assistance from the crew. New
understanding rather destroys this argument
and points to the fact that a life jacket with
crotch straps may get us through the initial
period of cold shock, and sustain us in the
water if incapacitated by it. When to wear a
lifejacket remains a personal choice but there
is enough new evidence to at least make us
reconsider our options.

Derek Simonds
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CLUB scene

the president’s dinner
The Guest of Honour was Judith Shallow, High
Sheriff of Suffolk. This was held at the end of the
season in the clubhouse.
Dressed in her traditional official uniform, Judith entertained
the President and his guests with an after-dinner speech in which
she recounted the long historical background of her title. She also
set out the function of the position and her duties in the world
of today.

The Guest of Honour, Judith Shallow, in her
traditional uniform with Joe Hunt and the
GD Jee Trophy.

PRIZES AWARDED AT THE
PRESIDENT’S DINNER
G D JEE AWARD – JOE HUNT
BURGESS AWARD – KESTER CLARKE
David Fleming-Brown being presented with an
engraved ‘Weatherman’ by Bram van Der Have.

MONTY SALVER – CHARLES NISBET

DAVID FLEMING-BROWN
David Fleming-Brown retired from his position as Club
President at the recent AGM. In recognition of his many years
of service to the Club, at his last dinner as President, he was
presented with an engraved ‘Weatherman’, a combined clock,
barometer, thermometer, and hygrometer by his successorelect, Bram van Der Have.
David’s wife, Angela, was also presented with a floral
bouquet, recognizing her support for David in his various
duties for the club.

The OLD CLUB BRICK AWARD was won by Pat York and
Laurie Vanner for their notable performance in a Wayfarer!
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Joe Hunt is presented with the GD Jee award
by RHYC Commodore, Chris Brown. Joe’s first
experience of racing was as crew in Chris’s boat.
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NORTH SEA PARTY

Commodore Chris Brown presenting Edwin Lodder
and Marcel Schuttelaar, Commodore of JCS Yacht Club
Scheveningen, with a copy of an early photo from the RHYC
archives, depicting the start of the race.

Edwin Lodder, organiser of the North Sea Race presenting the
Commodore with the annual painting of a scene from the race.

“Livonia”

The club has been fortunate to purchase recently a rare
19th century Lithograph engraving by Thomas Dutton,
Official Artist to the Royal Harwich Yacht Club in
the 1860s and ‘70s. This fine picture depicts James
Ashbury’s America’s Cup Challenger, the Schooner
Yacht “Livonia” wearing the RHYC Ensign and
Burgee, and includes a dedication to James Ashbury,
Commodore of the Royal Harwich, 1869 to 1871.
After restoration work and framing, the picture has
been hung in the Ashbury Room beneath the portrait
of Ashbury himself. So keep an eye out for this
exciting addition to our collection of Dutton’s work
and, indeed, to our club history.
Commodore Chris Brown has suggested that
should any Club Member be thinking of donating a
gift as a tribute to a past sailing friend or family member, here is
a wonderful opportunity.

IN MEMORY OF
THE LATE TONY JAMES
Jeanette James, assisted by the then Commodore, Ken Stowe,
planting the hedge separating the Club lawn from the Marina road.
The hedge is in memory of Jeanette’s husband, Tony, who was a
Flag Officer, Commodore, President and Trustee of the Club for
many years.
The Club would like to thank Jeanette and her family for
donating the funds to enable the Club to provide this hedging,
which is part of a larger landscaping scheme directed by Kester
Clarke, a Club member.
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CLUB scene

Herman Jorissen, Skipper of the Standfast 40, ‘Breezand’, and the Commodore
with the Pink Cake Trophy, returned from the Royal Maas Yacht Club

THE ROYAL MAAS
YACHT CLUB

Mr Regatta - Alan Howell

In May, the club received visiting sailors from the Koninklijke
Roei – En Zeilvereniging de Maas (Royal MAAS Yacht Club) of
Rotterdam – for the 36th time. Seven boats made the trip, slightly
fewer than usual, but the sailors included one club member who
has been on every one of these trips.
The Commodore, bouncing along

History

BIRKETTS DAY
Once again the leading legal firm Birketts staged a very
successful day’s racing for their clients. Assisted by regular
Ajax sailors, they took part in a series of races in the club’s
fleet. Everyone seemed to enjoy the day on the Orwell and
the club’s hospitality. So far, some £9,000 has been donated by
Birketts to fund junior sailing at RHYC.

WINTER
BIRDING TRIP
A group of RHYC members
recently braved the weather on
a bird-watching trip aboard the
Thames barge ‘Victor’, to view
the winter birds on the Orwell
and Stour rivers. Guided by Richard Vonk of the RSPB and fortified
by hot drinks and bacon rolls, they saw a wide variety of birds
and managed to enjoy the day, despite the bleak conditions. The
highlight of the trip was spotting a Peregrine Falcon poised on the
bow of the lightship off Harwich.

IN MEMORIAM
Elizabeth Tozer

Tradition
In the main clubhouse, some measure of formality is observed
and members are required to wear jackets and ties when dining.
As a concession to less formal times, the club does keep a
couple of ties for the use of members who have forgotten theirs.
However, ties kept for this purpose are deliberately in outrageous
and unfashionable colours and everyone present knows that they
have been borrowed for the occasion.

Sailing and Rowing
The club caters for both sailing and rowing members and
these days the latter outnumber the former. The varied activities
take place at different locations, as the club maintains several
sites. The Kralingse Pas site is mainly used by families and for
training juniors. At Zierikzee, the marina site stages sailing races
throughout the year. The club’s rowing is based at two other
centres, at Prinsemolendpad on the River Rotte and at Plantage
where members race in traditional wherries.

Agnes Williams

RHYC and The Pink Cake Trophy

Andrew Borges

A tradition has developed between the Royal Maas and RHYC
involving the passing of The Pink Cake Trophy between the two
clubs. This year, in May, our Commodore, Chris Brown was
presented with the trophy by the Dutch visitors.

Kathleen Searles
Norman Cockayne
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The Royal MAAS was founded in 1851 and it is therefore
one of the oldest sailing clubs in The Netherlands. The club
takes its name from the River Nieuwe Maas which flows through
the city. The main clubhouse is a very handsome building in the
centre of Rotterdam, which was built in 1909. The clubhouse
was built in 1909 and it is a Jugendstil creation, which survived
the bombardment of Rotterdam in May 1940. Dining and social
facilities are provided for members and there are a number of
club berths nearby but the club’s main activities on the water take
place elsewhere.
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SOME NAUTICAL TERMS
‘Ahoy’ –

‘Fluke’ –

The first in a series of four letter words commonly
exchanged by skippers as their boats approach one another.

The portion of an anchor that digs securely into the bottom:
also, any occasion when this happens on the first try.

‘Channel’ –

‘Propeller’ –

A narrow stretch of deep or dredged waterway bordered by
buoys or markers that separates two or more grounded boats.

An underwater winch designed to wind up at high speed any
lines left hanging over the stern.

‘Fitting Out’ –

‘Single-handed sailing’ –

A series of maintenance tasks performed on boats ashore
during good weather weekends in spring and summer months
to make them ready for winter storage.

The only situation in which the skipper does not immediately
blame the crew for every single thing that goes wrong.
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AN INSPIRING PLACE

TO LEARN
DAY, WEEKLY & FULL BOARDING SCHOOL
FOR 11 TO 18 YEAR OLDS

RYA accredited Sailing Academy
To find out about Open Mornings or to book a private visit contact
01473 326136 admissions@royalhospitalschool.org
www.royalhospitalschool.org

